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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated board of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 3
Subject:

DRAFT MINUTES of the Kent & Medway Economic Partnership (KMEP)
meeting held at the Village Hotel, Maidstone on Tuesday 26 November 2019.
Attendees:

KMEP Board Members
Jo James (Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce
& KMEP Chair in Geoff Miles’ absence)
Trevor Bartlett (Dover District Council)
James Beatton (Cripps LLP)
John Burden (Gravesham Borough Council)
Rodney Chambers (Medway Council)
Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn)
Gavin Cleary (Locate in Kent)
Simon Cook (Mid-Kent College)
Martin Cox (Maidstone Borough Council)
Sarah Dance (SD Associates)
Peter Fleming (Sevenoaks District Council)
Roger Gough (Kent County Council)
Nicolas Heslop (Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council)

Douglas Horner (Kent Ambassador)
Jeremy Kite (Dartford Borough Council)
Alan McDermott (Tunbridge Wells Borough
Council)
Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR)
David Monk (Folkestone & Hythe District
Council)
Prof. Debra Towse (Canterbury Christ Church
University alternate)
Paul Thomas (Development Land Services Ltd)
Robert Thomas (Canterbury City Council)
Paul Winter (Wire Belt Company Limited)

Observers & Presenters in attendance
Allan Baillie (KCC), Rachel Bennett (MBC), Stephen Bishop (Steer), Jake Body (KCC), Kevin
Burbidge (GBC), Prof. Mario Caccamo (NIAB EMR), David Candlin (TWBC), Nick Churchill (CCC),
Kerry Clarke (KCC), Barbara Cooper (KCC), Helen Dyer (SELEP), Katharine Harvey (FHDC), Richard
Hicks (MC), Johanna Howarth (KCC), Dave Hughes (KCC), Tim Ingleton (DDC), Chris Inwood
(MBC), Jess Jagpal (MC), Rhiannon Mort (SELEP), Matthew Norwell (TGKP), Sarah Nurden
(KMEP), Andrew Osborne (ABC), Michael Payne (KCC), Rebecca Robinson (Public), David Smith
(KCC), Mike Whiting (KCC), Emma Wiggins (SBC).
Apologies:
KMEP Board Members
Paul Barrett (Barretts Motor Group), Gerry Clarkson (Ashford BC), Rick Everitt (Thanet DC), Nick
Fenton (Hodson Developments & Kent Developers’ Group), Richard Finn (Richard Finn Ltd), Jane
Ollis (Institute of Directors), Jon Regan (Hugh Lowe Farms), and Roger Truelove (Swale BC).

Item 1 – Welcome, introduction and apologies.
1.1

Ms Jo James (the KMEP Vice-Chairman) welcomed attendees to the meeting and
accepted the apologies for absence as listed above.

1.2

She conveyed the apologies of Geoff Miles (the KMEP Chairman), who was attending a
funeral of a close friend, and sought the Board’s agreement that she chair the meeting
in his absence, which was granted.

Item 2 – Declaration of Interests
2.1

The following declarations of interest were received in relation to the Growing Places
Fund (GPF) prioritisation agenda item:
• Douglas Horner sits on an advisory board for the Hatchery at Preston Farm
proposal.
• Miranda Chapman provides media and communication services to Quinn
Estates. Quinn Estates are involved with the New Town Works proposal in
Ashford.
• Andrew Metcalf provides PR services to NIAB EMR, which is promoting the Wine
Innovation Centre proposal.
• Roger Gough declared that the Hatchery at Preston Farm is in his county council
division, although he has no pecuniary declaration of interest.

2.2

The KMEP board members, who declared an interest, were prohibited from voting in
favour or speaking on behalf of the relevant bid during the GPF agenda item.

Item 3 – Minutes of the previous meeting
3.1

The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as an accurate record.

Item 4 - Kent and Medway Enterprise and Productivity Strategy
4.1

Johanna Howarth (KCC’s Deputy Director for Economic Development) gave a
presentation on the formation of the 2050 Kent and Medway Enterprise and
Productivity Strategy. Her comments included:
• KMEP board members will be aware that the South East Local Enterprise
Partnership (SELEP) has been tasked with producing a Local Industrial Strategy
(LIS) for the region by April 2020.
• The LIS will operate at a regional level. At the Kent and Medway level, a more
granular local economic strategy is being developed, which shall be called the
‘2050 Kent and Medway Enterprise and Productivity Strategy’. A comprehensive
action plan will sit beneath this strategy.
• An extensive engagement process was undertaken earlier in the year, and the
consultancy, called Arup, were appointed to produce an evidence base to support
the Kent and Medway strategy.
• Arising from the engagement and evidence base, a vision statement and four key
ambitions have been developed. The vision statement is ‘By 2050 Kent and
Medway will be recognised for its successful network of super-connected,
distinctive sustainable places, driven by a pool of forward thinking, resilient
businesses, where everyone can aspire, succeed and live well.

• The first ambition is to have well-led productive businesses in Kent and Medway.
To achieve this, activities could include:
o Strengthening the voice of business to influence major funding and
policy decisions;
o Improved business leadership and management, capitalising on new
technology to drive productivity.
• The second ambition is to upskill people so that everyone is able to aspire,
succeed and live well. To achieve this, activities could include:
o Raising education standards and skills, retention/use of graduates,
enabling everyone to access and capitalise on employment and training
opportunities;
o Drive an economic renewal of our coastal and post-industrial areas to
deliver a step change in prosperity and living standards, reducing
dependency on the state.
• The third ambition is to support growth, but not at any cost to create superconnected, distinctive sustainable places. To achieve this, activities could include:
o Creating super-connected communities, and better designed places
which are fit for the future and promote healthy living;
o Enhancing our attractive living and commercial environment, backed by
an ambitious 2050 zero carbon emissions target, and step change in
approach to investment in and delivery of infrastructure of all kinds to
meet future needs.
• The fourth ambition is to realise the economic potential of our strategic location
positioned between London and Europe. To achieve this, activities could include:
o Grow a reciprocal spatial and economic relationship with London
attracting higher value businesses through a stronger offer centred
around super-digital connectivity, and affordable flexible spaces.
o Renew our and the UK’s relationship with Europe, supporting the
development of smart borders, whilst getting the best deal for Kent and
Medway’s businesses and exporters.
• Johanna Howarth concluded her presentation by asking board members if the
direction of travel is sufficiently transformative, and reflects the correct priorities
for Kent and Medway.
4.2

In response to the presentation, board members made the following comments:
• Jo James felt the strategy’s formation was very timely. The headline ambitions
appear appropriate, but it will be the detail that sits underneath these ambitions
that is critically important.
• Simon Cook thanked Johanna for consulting the Further Education Colleges. He
hoped that the 2050 Kent and Medway Enterprise and Productivity Strategy will
align with the SELEP Local Industrial Strategy. Johanna Howarth confirmed that
she is working closely with the SELEP colleagues, and ensuring that core ambitions
are conveyed to them so they can incorporate the key messages.
• Miranda Chapman commented on super-connected places. She felt that this was
a priority but we need to address how this connectivity can be delivered.
• Nicolas Heslop spoke of the difficulty of presenting a simple message to central
Government about Kent and Medway, given the diversity of character across the
geography. The issues facing West Kent towns differ from those in East and North
Kent to a large extent. He felt KMEP needs to be clear how Government currently
sees Kent and Medway, who the key audiences are, and then craft an appropriate
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image and brand to portray to those audiences to make the case for intervention
in this region.
Peter Fleming asked for the definition of super-connected. He described the
polycentric economy of Kent and Medway, which is not dominated by one large
city, so we need to connect multiple towns. In addition, he emphasised the
relationship to London, which dominates the Sevenoaks economy. He felt the
impact of London should feature more prominently within the message. Rail
improvements have not yet happened, and so home-working may become
increasingly important, resulting in digital connectivity becoming a greater
priority.
Douglas Horner spoke of the unstoppable growth of London, and the need for
Kent and Medway to strategically plan to ensure that good growth transpired in
our area. The lack of a strategic plan was a great concern to him. Secondly, he felt
the need for better transport infrastructure is critical. He commented on the
essentially Victorian rail and road infrastructure that is used to transport not only
individuals but also national cargo across the country to Dover and other key
transport hubs. In his view, the transport structure is overwhelmed. Douglas
Horner also commented on the need to invest in research and innovation. The
EDGE Hub, Kent and Medway Medical School, and the NIAB EMR centre are
powerful assets to build a narrative around.
Alan McDermott referred to the tone of the language. He called on Johanna
Howarth to ensure a simple clear message is conveyed, yet with a passionate and
emotive to spark the interest of central Government.
Sarah Dance called on Johanna Howarth to look to the future, given the strategy
runs until 2050, and consider how existing patterns of work and economic
characteristics are changing. The Thames Gateway area has been known as an
industrial area, but is moving to a centre of innovation and production, with a
greater focus on the creative sector through the Thames Estuary Production
Corridor initiative.
Paul Winter said the largest proportion of manufacturers are based in Swale, and
there is a long-term issue regarding upskilling and training prospective employees.
Trevor Bartlett welcomed the ambition. For Dover, critically important
infrastructure includes delivering the Lower Thames Crossing and improving the
A2/M2 links to the Port, so they are resilient to cross-channel disruption and
future freight growth. Furthermore, a network of HGV lorry parks and smart
border technology are essential.
Jeremy Kite stressed the document should reflect Kent and Medway’s character.
He asks, if the ‘Kent and Medway’ name were removed from the document,
would the reader be able to correctly guess that this strategy related to this area?
He also stressed the importance of London being well connected to Kent.
Overcrowded trains are a particular issue.

The Chairman thanked Johanna Howarth for her presentation.

Item 5 – Growing Places Fund: Prioritisation discussion
5.1

The Partnership received a presentation from Sarah Nurden (The KMEP Strategic
Programme Manager) on the Growing Places Fund (GPF). She made the following
comments:
• The Growing Places Fund (GPF) was established by the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government and the Department for Transport in
2011 to unlock economic growth, create jobs and build houses and help ‘kick
start’ development at stalled sites. The fund works as a recycled capital loan
scheme regenerating funds based on the repayment schedules agreed for the
existing GPF projects.
• Repayments are being made on previous GPF loans, which has created the
opportunity for SELEP to reallocate £26.024 million of GPF to new projects
between 2020/21 and 2025/26.
• The GPF funding operates as a low interest rate loan. Interest will be at two
percent below the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) Fixed Loan Maturity Rate or
zero percent – whichever is higher on the day when the credit agreement is
signed.
• A public call for expressions of interest was made in October 2019. As a result of
this call, eighteen bids were received for the Kent and Medway area.
• Selecting the final projects which will receive funding is a three-stage process, and
this process is set by the South East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP):
o In the first stage, federated boards (such as KMEP) are asked to select and
prioritise projects in order, up to a maximum value of £20m. The
prioritisation at stage one should be based on strategic fit. Successful
applicants will then be asked to write a strategic outline business case, and
submit it to SELEP by 24 January 2020.
o In the second stage, SELEP’s Independent Technical Evaluator (ITE) ‘RAG’
rates the strategic outline business cases against the technical criteria. These
criteria are: the need for intervention, viability, deliverability, expected
benefits, pace of benefit realisation, and contribution to the establishment of
a revolving fund. The ITE’s evaluation, plus the prioritisation of bids
undertaken by the federated boards, will be presented to the SELEP
Investment Panel on 17 April 2020 for debate. The SELEP Investment Panel
will create one prioritised list of bids from across the SELEP region.
o In the third stage, the final business case will be taken to the SELEP
Accountability Board to seek their formal approval to drawdown funding.
• Given that prioritisation is always a subjective process, particularly when projects
are compared predominately against strategic fit rather than more technical or
quantitative aspects, Sarah Nurden had sought the view of the business
community on the prospective prioritisation of private-sector bids in advance of
the meeting, and the views of the relevant local authority on the public sector
bids’ potential prioritisation. She had also consulted the Independent Technical
Evaluator on whether any bids had showstopper issues. This information on each
project and these pre-assessments were contained within the board report.
• Sarah Nurden informed KMEP board members that SELEP had introduced the
requirement for Kent County Council or Medway Council to perform credit checks
on all the GPF applications on its behalf. She alerted KMEP that the prioritisation
order would consequently be subject to the results of the credit checks being
satisfactory.

• Concluding her presentation, she drew the board members’ attention to the
tables within the report, and asked KMEP for its views.
5.2

Initially, a discussion took place on whether the projects shown in table B should be
removed from the process for the reasons detailed in the board report. Robert
Thomas spoke in favour of selecting the Northgate Community Healthcare & Wellness
Centre bid to proceed to Stage 2. Likewise, Peter Fleming spoke in favour of the
Swanley Town Centre bid. A vote was taken on both projects. The outcome of the vote
was Swanley Town Centre will advance to Stage 2, but not the Northgate bid.

5.3

An exercise was then undertaken with the KMEP board collectively assessing where
each expression of interest should be ranked on the priority list. At the conclusion of
the exercise, KMEP had selected ten of the eighteen local applications to progress to
stage two. The agreed priority order is as follows:
1. Wine Innovation Centre – GPF ask of £600,000
2. Herne Relief Road – GPF ask of £3,500,000
3. The Accelerator at New Town Works – GPF ask of £2,098,125
4. Britton Farm Mall – GPF ask of £1,290,000
5. Swanley Town Centre – GPF ask of £1,490,000
6. No Use Empty Commercial Phase 2 – GPF ask of £2,000,000
7. Green Hydrogen - GPF ask of £3,470,000
8. No Use Empty Residential - GPF ask of £2,500,000
9. Coombe Valley - GPF ask of £1,250,000
10. Hatchery at Preston Farm - GPF ask of £1,000,000
(Please note that Medway Council withdrew its Britton Farm Mall bid from the process
in January 2020).

5.4

The Chairman thanked Sarah Nurden, and asked her to advise all applicants of the
outcome of the discussion.

Item 6 – Local Growth Funding: Monitoring Report
6.1

Give time constraints, the monitoring report was not presented, rather the Chairman
asked board members if they had any comments.

6.2

Peter Fleming asked about the progress of Thanet Parkway, and was advised that Kent
County Council’s Cabinet will take a decision on its match-funding commitment at its
meeting on 27 January 2020. A firm funding commitment from KCC is required to
ensure that SELEP’s £14m remains allocated to the project.

6.3

Peter Fleming also asked for an update on the Sturry Link Road Project. He was
advised that the planning applications are progressing and will be submitted in
December 19 and January 2020.

Item 7 – Medway City of Culture Bid
7.1

Richard Hicks (Deputy Chief Executive at Medway Council) gave a presentation setting
out Medway’s ambitions to bid for City of Culture 2025. The initiative had come from
Medway’s Place Board as part of the broader ‘Medway on the map’ strategy. There
were many strategic elements and assets around which to develop the bid, including
the Medway 2035 regeneration strategy, Dickens 150 celebrations (2020), HS1
connectivity and the presence of four universities. The City of Culture will create a
legacy for Medway, improve local pride within communities and promote the cultural
offer not just across Medway, but across the county too. It will help cement Medway’s
reputation as a good place to set up a business. At the recent 2019 MegaGrowth
awards, three Medway businesses were ranked in the top ten. Concluding the
presentation, Richard Hicks sought KMEP’s support for the bid.

7.2

The Board confirmed its backing in principle for the bid, and a letter of support will be
made available on request. Board Members encouraged Medway Council to seek the
endorsement of the SELEP Strategic Board, and to set up “a friends of” organisation
for the bid, which supportive parties could join.

Item 8 - Vote on KMEP terms of reference and business member recruitment
8.1

The terms of reference must be updated to incorporate Central Government’s reforms
set out in the National Assurance Framework, and changes to SELEP’s Local Assurance
Framework. Sarah Nurden gave a short presentation outlining the proposed changes
to the KMEP terms of reference, and the business member recruitment process.

8.2

She explained that the two actions requested by the KMEP board at the last meeting
have been completed, and the draft terms had been modified accordingly. These
changes were:
• Legal counsel had checked the duties that can be placed on a SELEP Company
Director by KMEP.
• The terms of reference now include the facility for KMEP to co-opt up to three
retired business board members based on their knowledge and experience.

8.3

The KMEP board voted on the draft terms of reference and the KMEP business
member recruitment process, and agreed to adopt both of them.

Item 9 – Q&A on SELEP Strategic Board Papers
9.1

The Chairman provided a brief overview of the topics that will be discussed by the
SELEP Strategic Board when they meet on 6 December 2019. No questions were
received from the KMEP Board Members regarding the agenda pack.

Item 10 – Any other business
10.1

The KMEP board agreed that a consultation response should be written for the draft
Strategy from Transport for the South East. Views and input will be sought from
KMEP board members and local partners before Christmas, and the KMEP Chairman
will approve the response for submission as the deadline is early in the New Year.

10.2

The Chairman thanked Douglas Horner on his retirement from KMEP for his
commitment to driving forward economic growth in the county. A gift was given as a
token of thanks.
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Executive Summary
The South East is the UK’s global gateway; powering trade and prosperity throughout
the UK, generating £90billion a year for the economy.
We will accelerate our role as a global region to drive sustainable and innovative growth.
Through targeted investment in our people and places and progressing our partnership
with London, we will enhance the economic vitality of UK plc by increasing productivity
across the SELEP area, delivering £28 billion additional Gross Value Added by 2030.
Our Local Industrial Strategy will harness the South East’s position as the UK’s global gateway,
delivering investment in communities across our region to drive innovation, productivity and
sustainable growth.
With a population of around 4.2 million and 1.6 million jobs, the South East is the largest LEP area
in England outside of London, both in terms of population and economic output. Unleashing the
full potential of the South East economy is therefore critical to the future economic vitality of the
UK as a whole and securing the aims of the national Industrial Strategy.
This Local Industrial Strategy sets out how the South East will maximise its strengths and remove
barriers that remain, to ensure the economy can meet future challenges and deliver inclusive
growth, so that the benefits of growth reach all of the area’s communities.

Our Strategic Opportunities
Developed from a comprehensive evidence base and building on a track record of investment by
the South East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP), this strategy sets out a detailed plan to realise
the full potential of the region and drive an increase in productivity. At the heart of this strategy
are three distinctive strategic opportunities:
• the South East’s critical role as a global gateway and as a leading location for inward
investment, linking the UK with international markets. We will work with our gateways to
strengthen these locations by addressing capacity and reliability associated with transport and
digital infrastructure, including routes to London and capitalising on this to increase
international trade and enterprise for the region;
• our capacity to deliver communities for the future that will create the best places to live and
work and support our shift to becoming a net zero carbon economy. We will deliver 30%
(117,500 homes) of the government’s Garden Communities housing programme and use this to
drive better design and innovation, which will be applied at scale to share the benefits of this
investment with wider housing developments across our existing communities; and
• creating a coastal catalyst to harness the opportunities within our coastal communities and to
promote greater inclusion and change. We will improve the economic fabric of our coastal and
rural areas by targeting traditional sector evolution and growth, as well as supporting emerging
sectors to improve the productive capacity of our coastal areas, encourage private sector
investment, supply chain development and job growth.

4

These opportunities will be supported by focusing specifically on:
• increasing our region’s innovation activity and R&D expenditure in line with the government’s
2.4% of GDP target, working in partnership with industry and the further and higher education
sectors;
• sustaining a workforce and business base that is fully equipped to respond to new technologies
and changing skills needs; and
• embedding clean growth principles to secure the shift to a net zero carbon economy, including
by growing our capacity for sustainable energy production and transport and investing to help
our region mitigate the impacts of climate change which impact upon our communities.
Our key proposition brings these elements together to show how we will deliver our ambition,
working closely with each of our four economic partnership areas – East Sussex, Essex, Kent and
Medway and South Essex – and bringing forward investment across all five of the foundations of
productivity set out in the national Industrial Strategy that enable growth.

5

Responding to the ‘Grand Challenges’
This strategy will make a significant contribution to the societal and economic Grand Challenges
that the government identifies in the national Industrial Strategy, building on the South East’s
strategic opportunities, notably:
• AI & Data Economy – supporting investment in technology-led solutions for the sustainability of
new and existing communities and infrastructure and supporting our leading sectors and
businesses in implementing advancements in AI;
• Clean Growth – implementing the South2East Local Energy Strategy and supporting our shift to
a net zero carbon economy through new Garden Communities and retrofit programmes, whilst
also investing to help mitigate the impacts of climate change in those communities most at risk;
• Future of Mobility – using our role as a global gateway to accelerate investment in more
efficient and sustainable transport systems and supporting the introduction of new technology
such as ‘smart borders’; and
• Ageing society – using our new communities to pioneer design and technological solutions that
better support the needs of an ageing population.

Working in partnership with London and the Greater South East
We are an integral part of the Greater South East economy, with the capacity and appetite for
growth and strong business leadership. We will therefore work in partnership with the five other
LEPs to create a coherent voice for the Greater South East, recognising the importance of our
connections with London and our neighbours and that we have many shared challenges and
opportunities. This includes:
• a joint approach to the UK’s international gateways to maximise their full economic potential
and can be adaptive to facilitate future international trade;
• an enquiry into employment land provision, recognising that substantial areas of land have
been lost over recent years across the Greater South East and that this will have implications
for future economic growth models; and
• a shared dialogue with government to accelerate the delivery of new Garden Communities,
recognising that these must be nurtured as enterprising communities as well as places to live.
In addition, reflecting the area’s unique relationship with London, there is additional shared
commitment with London to:
• progress future strategies for the main corridors into London, most immediately the Thames
Estuary (an area for regeneration and growth of national significance and scale), working
closely with government and the Greater London Authority;
• sustain a better and more creative dialogue across the London City Region, involving the
Greater London Authority and London Enterprise Panel as well as the other LEPs in the Greater
South East, to ensure that issues and opportunities affecting the area as a whole are
appropriately recognised and harnessed;
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• facilitate common understanding by sharing technical economic evidence and data to support
better coordination in strategy development, planning and programme implementation across
London and the GSE; and
• promote the links between related sectors and clusters in the region and improve collaboration
on opportunities for example in developing the capacity of industrial and logistics sectors linked
to our drive towards a net zero carbon economy (e.g. sustainable freight).

Building upon the foundations of productivity
Ideas
The South East is home to world-leading innovation assets and businesses, but regional
expenditure on research and development (R&D) is currently 1.5% of gross domestic product
(GDP). We need to grow both business and higher education innovation expenditure, and in
particular, realise the full potential of our innovation assets and nine universities. The South East
will grow R&D expenditure by £900 million, or 60%, to meet the Government’s 2.4% target of GDP
and drive commercialisation of innovation through a new framework that brings R&D institutions
and businesses together and attracts greater funding to the region. Actions to support this
include:
• developing collaborative programmes, in particular targeting our key clusters and involving
international partners;
• creating testbeds for innovation, for example through ‘living labs’, that link partners to drive
innovation activity;
• identifying future funding sources for innovation interventions, such as the Construction Sector
Deal to support innovative construction methods and smart building approaches in new
communities and retro fitting to properties within existing communities;
• creating an innovation framework/eco-system to support greater participation in R&D activities
to boost productivity and knowledge exchange, including enhancing our existing innovation
assets;
• encouraging those businesses with the capacity for innovation and high growth to scale up; and
• supporting businesses to increase the adoption of new technologies and processes.
People
The South East’s population has been growing strongly and this is forecast to continue at faster
rates than in the rest of the country. The region has high levels of economic activity, but at all skills
levels it is behind the English average and therefore must focus on raising skills levels and
improving training pathways in order to increase access to job opportunities and respond to
changing business needs. Therefore, the South East will develop the skills and capabilities of its
workforce as a key driver of growth and productivity and create a system that delivers the higher
technical skills required in a technology-driven economy. This will include:
• identifying funding sources to provide workforce training that will accelerate the ability of
business to adopt new technologies and embrace the opportunities of AI/automation (e.g.
national retraining scheme);
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• identifying funding sources to provide leadership coaching and B2B support for leaders of our
SME base, supporting their approaches to growing their business and doing so sustainably,
developing their talent (including through apprenticeships & T Levels), participating in R&D and
attracting further investment;
• provide information and guidance for employers to increase awareness of apprenticeship and
skills development opportunities (linked to wider business support) and with a greater focus on
reaching those in coastal and rural communities and linked to a bid to become a Tourism Zone;
• create a major projects group to consider large-scale infrastructure projects, focusing on
strategic workforce planning, labour supply and skills development, including exploring the
potential for skills hubs and working with Government to accelerate interventions where
necessary;
• work with digital providers to understand future plans and requirements for skills and labour,
to work with the region’s skills providers to accelerate the implementation of digital
connectivity;
• supporting our gateway locations to provide the diverse skills required for a future workforce;
and
• advancing programmes to support further education institutions and skills providers to attract
and retain teaching staff to teach higher technical skills and, where appropriate, in other hard
to recruit areas.
Infrastructure
The South East is home to strategically important infrastructure, including two of London’s
airports (at Stansted and Southend); major ports including Dover, London Gateway and Tilbury,
the Haven Ports and Newhaven; the UK’s only rail connection to continental Europe; and an
extensive strategic road and rail network. A growing volume of international freight and
passengers depend on these networks which are critical to servicing the markets that operate
across and within the region. Our growth potential and the supporting role we play to other parts
of the UK will only be delivered if businesses and communities have access to the efficient and
resilient infrastructure they need. The South East will capitalise on our gateway location by
working to address capacity and congestion associated with transport infrastructure, improving
digital connectivity across the region and investing to improve the resilience of our infrastructure
to the impacts of climate change. This will include:
• accelerating the South East’s role as a gateway for global trade and enterprise and exploring
potential of Freeport status and application of ‘smart borders’;
• working with Transport for the South East and Transport East and with London and our
neighbouring LEPs, to ensure infrastructure needs and investments are joined up and planned
for the long term and that LEP funding supports this;
• working with government and industry providers to better understand our digital coverage,
acknowledging existing ‘not spots’ and exploring new models for delivering digital
infrastructure in hard to reach places;
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• supporting the implementation of the South2East Local Energy Strategy and deliver initiatives
that support sustainable energy to transition to a net zero carbon economy, including
alignment with the Offshore Wind Sector Deal; and

• championing and working closely with planned strategic infrastructure that will help to drive
our future success, such as the Lower Thames Crossing and Bradwell Power Station, to leverage
maximum benefit to the region.
Business environment
The South East is already one of the UK’s leading regions for attracting inward investment and has
a sizeable and diverse business base including key sectors with identified growth potential; for
example, creative and digital, life sciences, low carbon and environmental services and agritech/food. However, we want to grow further and become the UK’s most successful region for
inward investment, whilst also increasing productivity and innovation across the region by
delivering an improved business support offer and creating a thriving business environment.
Actions to support this include:
• establishing a more coordinated business support offer, building on the Growth Hub, backed by
multi-year funding commitments and accessible to all types of enterprise including
entrepreneurs, small businesses, social enterprise and freelancers;
• delivering a bespoke scale up programme for businesses seeking to grow, including supporting
businesses within our coastal and rural communities;
• creating a maritime cluster group, supported by Maritime UK, to further develop the role of our
ports as catalysts of trade and enterprise and expand the marine supply chain;
• working to secure greater participation of SME developers to accelerate growth, supported by
the National Planning Policy Framework;
• identifying how all businesses in the region can access the level of digital connectivity they
require;
• reviewing local procurement processes to support entrepreneurs, small businesses and
freelancers; and
• optimising the growth and development of our leading sectors through effective clustering and
R&D.
Places
The South East has a varied network of settlements and our natural environment and landscapes
are central to the region’s attractiveness and quality of life. We need to create places to which
South East residents and businesses aspire to live, work and invest and that contribute to raising
living standards. The South East will lead the country in creating future sustainable communities,
including as part of delivering 30% (117,500 homes) of the government’s Garden Communities
programme, that enhance our natural assets to provide a thriving environment for business, trade,
living and culture. This will include:
• delivering clear plans to address connectivity challenges in coastal and rural areas, such as a
Rural Connectivity Programme;
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• developing the visitor economy, ensuring culture is embedded in its growth potential, including
as part of the government’s Tourism Sector Deal;
• supporting development of the vibrant and innovative viticulture sector in our rural areas;
• applying learning from innovative community development activities to existing communities;
• supporting regeneration of our towns through the government’s Future High Street Fund and
Towns Fund programmes;
• working collaboratively to protect and enhance our natural resources and explore opportunities
to create new opportunities from our assets, for example to support resilience in the rural
economy; and
• developing a ‘planners toolkit’ to help unlock barriers and promote design that supports
healthy living, age appropriate homes, clean growth, workspace delivery and cultural vitality.
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Introduction
This strategy sets out how the South East will harness its position as the UK’s global gateway,
delivering investment in communities across our region to drive innovation, productivity and
sustainable growth. At the heart of this strategy are three distinctive strategic opportunities:
• the South East’s critical role as a global gateway linking the UK with international markets and
leading location for inward investment;
• our capacity to deliver communities for the future that will create the best places to live and
work and support our shift to becoming a net zero carbon economy; and
• creating a coastal catalyst to harness the opportunities within our coastal communities and to
promote greater inclusion and change.
The strategy has been informed by a comprehensive evidence base and developed by the South
East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) engaging with stakeholders from across our region
including local authorities, business
representatives and universities. It has been
developed in the context of the strategies
adopted within our four economic partnership
areas (East Sussex, Essex, Kent and Medway and
South Essex), reflecting SELEP’s ‘federated’
model.
The strategy defines a series of shared
commitments that respond to the specific local
circumstances of the South East and to realise
our ambition. It focuses on those priorities
which are shared across the South East and
where, by working together, business,
universities, colleges, local government and the
third sector can make a strategic difference. We
also identify where we will work in partnership
with central government and its key agencies
and with London and the other LEPs in the
Greater South East recognising the shared challenges and opportunities across this wider
geography.

Context
The South East region brings together four established and distinct economic areas in East Sussex,
Essex, Kent & Medway and South Essex. It is a highly diverse region with large urban areas
(particularly Medway and Southend), but no single centre dominates. Instead, it contains a wide
range of settlements, including county towns, university cities, ports, seaside towns and industrial
centres, in addition to an extensive network of market towns and rural communities. It also boasts
a superb natural environment, including much of the South Downs National Park and substantial
areas of outstanding natural beauty.
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The South East is highly significant from a national infrastructure point of view. The region
contains all the UK’s infrastructure to the east and southeast of London, including two of London’s
airports (at Stansted and Southend); major ports including Dover, London Gateway and Tilbury,
the Haven Ports and Newhaven; the UK’s only rail connection to continental Europe; and an
extensive strategic road and rail network. It is also in close proximity to a wider range of assets,
including Gatwick, Heathrow and wider motorway and rail network.
With a population of around 4.2 million, the South East is, by some margin, the largest LEP area in
England outside London, both in terms of population and economic output. We are a major
contributor to the UK economy, providing nearly £90bn in total GVA per annum, making the South
East the largest generator of GVA of all LEP areas outside of London.
Recent years have seen rapid population growth in the South East. In the twenty years to 2017,
the region’s population increased by 16.6% (compared with around 14% across England). This
equates to an increase of around 638,000 people. Looking to the future, population growth is
expected to remain high, with a projected increase of 11% between 2018 and 2030. The region is
expected to see moderate growth in the working age population, although the South East will also
continue to have a comparably higher share of population within older age groups.
The economy has generally been performing well in employment terms. Between 2011 and 2016,
the number of jobs in the area grew by 162,000 (an increase of around 9%). Analysis of SELEP’s
industrial mix indicates that it has considerable diversity – both at the level of the LEP overall and
within its four economic areas. Productivity (measured as GVA per filled job) was £49,600 in 2017,
about 91% of the UK average. This ‘deficit’ has been present for many years, but has widened
since the 2008/09 recession. This productivity ‘gap’ does not apply everywhere in the South East:
the west of Essex and west Kent have productivity levels higher than the UK average. But given
SELEP’s growth potential and its proximity to London and the rest of the South East, there is an
opportunity to improve the area’s performance.
Analysis of the South East’s industrial mix indicates that it has considerable diversity – both at the
level of the LEP overall and within its four economic areas. At regional level, two sectors –
construction and transport and logistics – stand out as having particularly high relative
concentrations of employment (reflecting the scale of the South East’s growth agenda and its
‘gateway location’. There are also particular strengths in manufacturing (where our stock of major
businesses includes Ford and New Holland in Basildon, BAE Systems in Medway and Chelmsford,
Raytheon in Harlow and General Dynamics at Hastings) and food production (both in food
manufacturing and the South East’s extensive (and highly productive) agricultural sector). Across
much of the South East, the tourism industry is also substantial – linked with the coast, the quality
of our natural and built environment and our cultural offer.
These sectors are supported by a strong base of professional and commercial service activities and
an extensive ‘foundational economy’ providing services to meet local need. In parts of the South
East, education and health are important (and high value) sectors in their own right, driven by the
presence of universities and regional health facilities (with the development of new medical
schools at Canterbury and Chelmsford reflecting both). Parts of the region also have a significant
energy sector, associated with the nuclear industry (with Bradwell located on the Essex coast) and
offshore renewables.
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The region also has a strong higher education presence with nine universities that support around
88,000 students and are a key knowledge and innovation asset. The Science and Innovation Audits
for the South and East of England set out some of the universities’ key capabilities, highlighting ICT
and data analytics at the University of Essex; bioscience at the University of Kent; engineering at
Greenwich and Sussex; and environmental sciences at Anglia Ruskin.

Wider geography
As a large economy, the South East has close functional economic relationships with neighbouring
areas. London remains an important employment destination (at the time of the last census,
around 86,000 people from the SELEP area commuted to the Cities of London and Westminster
alone) and a major market for South East businesses.
Parts of the South East also have direct links to London’s future growth. In particular, a shared
strategy for the Thames Gateway has been advanced for many years, most recently within the
report of the Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission and the establishment of the Thames
Estuary Growth Board, as well as the development of more recent initiatives such as the Thames
Estuary Production Corridor.
The South East forms a critical part of the ‘Greater South East’, which effectively functions as
London’s city-region combining the South East with five other LEP areas: Hertfordshire, Coast to
Capital, Solent, Enterprise M3 and Thames Valley Berkshire. This area has a combined population
of over 11 million people – substantially bigger than London itself – with nearly 500,000
businesses and 5.7 million jobs, with total output of £300bn GVA. The Greater South East plays a
pivotal role in supporting London’s growth by contributing to meeting the housing needs of its
workers, servicing its businesses through supply chains and offering accessible natural
environment and cultural assets for its residents. The future success of London therefore very
much depends on a continuing positive relationship with the Greater South East.
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Our ambition and strategic opportunities
Unleashing the full potential of the South East economy is critical to the future economic vitality of
the UK as a whole and securing the aims of the national Industrial Strategy. To deliver this, this
Local Industrial Strategy is based on the following ambition:

The South East is the UK’s global gateway; powering trade and prosperity throughout
the UK, generating £90billion a year for the economy.
We will accelerate our role as a global region to drive sustainable and innovative growth.
Through targeted investment in our people and places and progressing our partnership
with London, we will enhance the economic vitality of UK plc by increasing productivity
across the SELEP area, delivering £28 billion additional Gross Value Added by 2030.
At the heart of the strategy are three distinctive strategic opportunities set out below.

UK’s global gateway
The South East provides a critical role as a global gateway and as a leading location for inward
investment, linking the UK with international markets. We can increase domestic and international
trade, supporting our businesses to take advantage of our successful track record in securing
inward investment and export opportunities. This will facilitate productivity growth by boosting
business start-up, scale-up and R&D activity in collaboration with our universities to foster
innovation.
We will work with our gateways to strengthen these locations by addressing capacity and
reliability associated with transport and digital infrastructure (including routes to London) and
capitalising on this to increase international trade and enterprise for the region.

Communities for the future
The South East has significant capacity to deliver communities for the future that will create the
best places to live and work and support our shift to becoming a net zero carbon economy.
Accelerating housing delivery through new settlements and urban extensions will help the South
East address the region’s housing supply and affordability challenges that impact productivity and
quality of life. Innovation in design and development can support age-appropriate living, wellbeing
and cultural vitality, sustainable energy production and mobility, access and commercial
workspace. This offers huge potential to grow highly productive sectors within the South East and
support new enterprise.
We will deliver 30% (117,500 homes) of the government’s Garden Communities housing
programme and use this to drive better design and innovation, which will be applied at scale to
share the benefits of this investment with wider housing developments across our existing
communities.

Coastal catalyst
We will create a coastal catalyst to harness the opportunities within our coastal communities and
to promote greater inclusion and change, building on our recently published Economic Prospectus
for the South East Coast. Our coastal communities are currently 8% less productive than the rest of
the South East and face particular challenges to growth and prosperity. We need to foster
diversification of the economic base of our coastal areas by growing new sectors (e.g. energy, agri-
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tech, maritime) and increasing the productivity of ‘traditional’ sectors. Given the importance of
the climate change agenda for future policy, we need to think creatively about how natural
resources and assets can act as a driver for clean growth initiatives and productivity
improvements, spearheaded by our existing strengths in nuclear and offshore wind. Our coastal
communities also face particular challenges from the impacts of climate change, for example
flooding and coastal erosion, and we must invest in infrastructure to help mitigate these effects.
We will improve the economic fabric of our coastal and rural areas, targeting traditional sector
evolution and growth as well as supporting emerging sectors to improve the productive capacity
of our coastal areas, encouraging private sector investment, supply chain development and job
growth.

South East key proposition
Working with partners, we will bring forward investment and other initiatives to maximise the
potential of each of these strategic opportunities. This will be supported by a specific focus on:
• increasing our region’s innovation activity and R&D expenditure in line with the government’s
2.4% of GDP target, working in partnership with industry and the further and higher education
sectors;
• sustaining a workforce and business base that is fully equipped to respond to new technologies
and changing skills needs; and
• embedding clean growth principles to secure the shift to a net zero carbon economy and
investing to help our region address and mitigate the impacts of climate change.
Our key proposition brings these elements together to show how we will deliver our ambition,
working closely with each of our four economic partnership areas and bringing forward
investment across all five of the foundations of productivity set out in the National Industrial
Strategy that enable growth.
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Delivering on local objectives
This strategy aligns strongly with the specific priorities associated with local productivity strategies
adopted or emerging for each of SELEP’s four partnership areas:
Success Essex Towards a Prosperity and Productivity Plan (draft)
The developing productivity strategy for Essex sets the context for prosperity and productivity
looking forward to 2040. This is focused on becoming a dynamic, growing, connected and resilient
economy. The strategy includes commitments to build on the existing and emerging knowledge
economy, to drive uptake of new technologies to increase productivity and develop new goods
and services, focussing on the green economy.
South Essex Productivity Strategy (2019)
The productivity strategy presents four overarching programmes of work that week to drive
productivity growth whilst ensuring that people who live in South Essex are able to both
contribute to and benefit from that growth. This includes a focus on accelerating business
productivity and growth and leveraging South Essex’s connectivity strengths and advantages
including its international ‘gateway’ assets, such as its ports and Southend Airport.
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East Sussex Growth Strategy (2014)
The strategy sets out a vision for as a more innovative, productive and faster growing East Sussex
economy. The strategy is built around three pillars of business, place, people and a series of key
priorities for each. These enable business growth (particularly high value businesses), maximising
natural and visitor economy assets and promoting East Sussex as a business location, whilst
meeting the skills needs of businesses and helping residents to maximise their potential.
Kent and Medway Enterprise and Productivity Strategy (draft)
The draft strategy identifies three strategic enabling objectives (super connecting the places of
Kent and Medway; upskilling our workforce; and supporting well led business to grow and
innovate), in support of an overall ambition to realise economic potential and improve GVA levels
by 2050. Specific ambitions are set out around Kent and Medway’s relationship with London, to be
a smart international gateway to Europe, be recognised as the 'Clean Garden of England’ and to be
an international destination for investment and tourism.

Responding to the ‘Grand Challenges’
This strategy will make a significant contribution to the societal and economic Grand Challenges
that the government identifies in the National Industrial Strategy, building on the South East’s
strategic opportunities, notably:
• AI & Data Economy – supporting investment in technology-led solutions for the sustainability of
new and existing communities and infrastructure and supporting our leading sectors and
businesses in implementing advancements in AI;
• Clean Growth – implementing the South2East Local Energy Strategy and supporting our shift to
a net zero carbon economy through new Garden Communities and retrofit programmes, whilst
also investing to help mitigate the impacts of climate change in those communities most at risk;
• Future of Mobility – using our role as a global gateway to accelerate investment in more
efficient and sustainable transport systems and supporting the introduction of new technology
such as ‘smart borders’; and
• Ageing Society – using our new communities to pioneer design and technological solutions that
better support the needs of an ageing population.

Working in partnership with London and the Greater South East
We are an integral part of the Greater South East economy, with the capacity and appetite for
growth and strong business leadership. We will therefore work in partnership with the five other
LEPs to create a coherent voice for the Greater South East, recognising the importance of our
connections with London and our neighbours and that we have many shared challenges and
opportunities. This includes:
• a joint approach to the UK’s international gateways to maximise their full economic potential
and can be adaptive to facilitate future international trade;
• an enquiry into employment land provision, recognising that substantial areas of land have
been lost over recent years across the Greater South East and that this will have implications
for future economic growth models; and
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• a shared dialogue with government to accelerate the delivery of new Garden Communities,
recognising that these must be nurtured as enterprising communities as well as places to live.
In addition, reflecting the area’s unique relationship with London, there is additional shared
commitment with London to:
• progress future strategies for the main corridors into London, most immediately the Thames
Estuary (an area for regeneration and growth of national significance and scale), working
closely with government and the Greater London Authority;
• sustain a better and more creative dialogue across the London City Region, involving the
Greater London Authority and London Enterprise Panel as well as the other LEPs in the Greater
South East, to ensure that issues and opportunities affecting the area as a whole are
appropriately recognised and harnessed;
• facilitate common understanding by sharing technical economic evidence and data to support
better coordination in strategy development, planning and programme implementation across
London and the GSE; and
• promote the links between related sectors and clusters in the region and improve collaboration
on opportunities for example in developing the capacity of industrial and logistics sectors linked
to our drive towards a net zero carbon economy (e.g. sustainable freight).
• .

Structure of this document
The rest of this document follows the structure of government’s national Industrial Strategy by
examining each of the five foundations of productivity. For each of the foundations, we set out
how SELEP and its partners will build upon the South East’s strengths and address its challenges to
raise productivity and deliver inclusive growth.
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Ideas
The South East will grow R&D expenditure by £900 million to meet the Government’s
2.4% target and drive commercialised innovation by bringing R&D institutions and
businesses together and attracts greater funding to the region.

Our ambition
SELEP will lead the way in enabling and encouraging innovation so people and businesses across
the South East both create new ideas and adopt existing ideas. We will cultivate an environment
across SELEP where those interested in driving innovation can connect, cooperate and collaborate
as they share ideas and resource. This means supporting our innovative capacity in our ‘leading
edge’ businesses and research institutions – but it also means increasing the opportunities for
creativity across the economy, enabling businesses with the potential for growth to expand.

Context
A commitment to research and development and innovation is critical in underpinning our
productivity growth. Innovation offers the potential to commercialise ideas to develop products or
services which either: make production more efficient through process improvements/investment
in a new plant; or create new market opportunities which stimulate business and employment
growth.
The South East is home to world-leading innovation assets including nine universities and a cluster
of key innovation assets of national and international significance, including Enterprise Zones,
UKSPA science parks and NESTA accelerators/incubators.
Despite this, regional expenditure on research and development (R&D) is currently 1.5% of gross
domestic product (GDP) – falling some way behind the government’s target of 2.4% by 2027.
South East businesses spend less on R&D than the national average and significantly less than their
counterparts in nearby LEP areas such as New Anglia. Whilst we have been successful in securing
around £117 million in innovation funding over recent years, in proportionate terms this share of
funding is substantially lower than the LEP’s share of population or business stock.
We perform much better in terms of the number of firms engaged in product or process
innovation, ranking in second position behind only London. This illustrates the scale of business
base undertaking innovative activity within the LEP area which we need to capitalise on. We also
have significant concentrations of employment within science and technology sectors that offer
strong opportunities for productivity growth in future.
SELEP recognises that collectively, all sectors in our region have a role to play in driving a more
innovative economy, to create a stronger local innovation culture and commercialise our world
leading science base to drive growth across the UK.
We need to grow both business and higher education innovation expenditure, particularly
regarding realising the full potential of our innovation assets and nine universities. R&D
expenditure by SELEP’s higher education sector is amongst the lowest in the country and graduate
start-ups are relatively weak. This must improve as our nine universities are a core asset and make
a substantial contribution to the economy as businesses in their own right. Increasing the density
of connections between innovative (or potentially innovative) businesses and the stock of
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knowledge within our higher education base will be beneficial to both sides and to the economy
overall.

Building on success
The South East has a track record of innovation, driven by the knowledge-intensive institutions
that are based here and the sizeable stock of firms engaging in process and product innovation.
This is supported by a highly entrepreneurial business base characterised by strong start-up and
survival rates, an expanding business base and diverse sectoral mix.
Our evidence shows that significant scope exists to make more of our world class innovation
assets, exploiting the opportunities they offer to drive commercialisation of innovation, bringing
R&D institutions and businesses together and attracting greater funding to the region. These
include:
• our substantial higher education base with 9 universities that offer a broad spectrum of pure
and applied research and a wide distribution of research strengths, such as the University of
Essex Knowledge Gateway and sector based strengths such as the MedTech Hubs in
Chelmsford, Harlow and Southend and Kent’s University Medical Centre;
• our port locations; DP World London Gateway port, for example, is one of the most automated
ports in Europe and is home to a highly integrated logistics park. Our gateway locations provide
capacity for further adoption of new technologies e.g. Smart Borders; and
• our innovation assets that are of national/international significance and align to SELEP’s key
sector strengths. These include Enterprise Zones, universities, UKSPA science parks and NESTA
accelerators/incubators.
The LEP area has attracted around £117 million in innovation funding over recent years, with
major recipients including Ford at Dunton, Teledyne e2v and Revolve Technologies and Raytheon.
Over the coming years this funding must increase to maximise innovation opportunities across our
business and higher education base.
The scale of planned housing development across the South East, through our garden
communities programme alongside other housing development, gives us unrivalled opportunity to
innovate and ensure that the communities we create drive innovation in both their construction
but also in terms of the technologies and environment that people and businesses need.
Our natural capital oﬀers the opportunity for diversification of our economy, in providing new job
opportunities. R&D expenditure is however lower in coastal areas, as is the overall number of
project applications submitted to Innovate UK and we want to focus on increasing this and
encouraging collaboration between universities and R&D partners and entrepreneurialism through
our coastal and rural sectors.
Suggested case studies – based on existing information/documents and feedback from
stakeholders. To include:
MedTech Hubs in Chelmsford, Harlow and Southend and Kent’s University Medical Centre
University of Essex Innovation Centre/Knowledge Gateway
Venomtech – Life Sciences at Discovery Park
NIAB EMR horticultural and agricultural research institute at East Malling
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EIRA Network (Enabling Innovation: Research to Application)
Additive manufacturing – Anglia Ruskin
Teledyne E2V – quantum technologies

Links to strategic opportunities
UK’s global gateway – we want to support our gateway locations and wider business base to
innovate and adopt new technologies, enabling the region to capitalise on trade and enterprise
opportunities, generating more R&D activity and securing our place as the most successful region
for inward investment.
Communities for the future – we want to take advantage of the significant opportunities for
innovation in sustainable housing and community development, including approaches to healthy
living, green technologies, commercial workspace and sustainable transport, as well as supporting
the work of our future high street and towns programmes to create vibrant places.
Coastal catalyst – we want to ensure that effective collaboration and R&D activity is fostered in
our coastal and rural areas to support emerging sectors, such as clean energy and creative and
digital, as well as more traditional ones, such as tourism, maritime and agriculture; in order to
improve our overall productivity performance and better ensure inclusive growth.

Priorities and future activities
To drive progress towards achieving our ambitions within “Innovation”, our activities will include:
• developing collaborative programmes, in particular targeting our key clusters and involving
international partners;
• creating testbeds for innovation, for example through ‘living labs’, that link partners to drive
innovation activity;
• identifying future funding sources for innovation interventions, such as the Construction Sector
Deal to support innovative construction methods and smart building approaches in new
communities and retro fitting to properties within existing communities;
• creating an innovation framework/eco-system to support greater participation in R&D activities
to boost productivity and knowledge exchange, including enhancing our existing innovation
assets;
• encouraging those businesses with the capacity for innovation and high growth to scale up; and
• supporting businesses to increase the adoption of new technologies and processes.

Outcomes
• Increase in R&D activity, in collaboration with our University base, to establish and support
cluster development and boost start up and scale up, contributing to increased domestic and
international trade.
• Increase in commercialised R&D outcomes across sectors and specifically linked to our
community development, to embed the future of living and work; including resident well-being,
mobility, healthy ageing and sustainable energy.
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• Growth in knowledge-intensive, high productivity and innovative sectors that offer
opportunities for productivity growth.
• Development of our already substantial further and higher education base and our strong
network of innovation assets, underpinned by a coherent innovation framework, that supports
the delivery of this strategy.
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People
The South East will increase its higher-level skills base by 10%, investing in the
development of workforce skills and capabilities as a key driver of growth and
productivity and create a system that delivers the advanced and higher technical skills
required in a technology-driven economy.

Our ambition
SELEP will create an effective, stable and sustainable skills system that individuals and businesses
can understand and positively engage with, as we know that building our skills and talent base is
one of the biggest enablers of economic growth and creates the ability to realise our ambition and
capitalise on our unique opportunities.
This would be essential at any time but is particularly so now, at a time of rapid technological and
societal change. Our three strategic objectives are heavily dependent upon having the people and
skills to deliver and to provide access to work opportunities for all our communities.

Context
The scale of the employment opportunity in the SELEP area is significant, with rising job numbers
overall and some 400,000 vacancies advertised across the LEP in 2016/17. School attainment is
also relatively good, with positive prospects for skills improvements over the long term. However,
the area’s workforce skills position is challenging. Only 33% of people aged 16-64 are qualified to
NVQ4+, compared with 38% across Great Britain (and over 50% in London). This is a significant
shortfall – and the impact on local businesses is even greater, given the propensity of people with
higher skills to out-commute. At the other end of the spectrum, 176,000 people of working age
lack any form of qualification. The variance in skills outcomes across the SELEP area is profound: in
seven districts, over 40% are qualified to NVQ4 or higher; in one (Castle Point) the proportion falls
to just 13%, and poor qualification levels are widespread across the SELEP area.
At the same time, some key routes to skills progression are under pressure. The number of
apprenticeship starts has plateaued in recent years and participation in further education has also
fallen.
The tightness of the labour market also presents challenges to employers in securing the skills they
need. Looking to the future, some labour market constraints are likely to persist, regardless of
cyclical changes in the economy – for example, as the ‘working age’ population falls as a
proportion of the total population, and while there is rising demand for higher-level skills, there
are also pressures on the availability of people with intermediate skills.
The South East has been recording slightly higher than average rates of population growth in
recent years although its proportion of working-age population falls behind the national average,
reflecting an ageing population in predominately coastal parts of the LEP area. In the future,
population growth is expected to exceed England-wide projections, with locations on the fringe of
Greater London projected to see the greatest rates of growth.
Relatively high levels of employment, coupled with high rates of economic activity, will mean that
the proportion of the region’s population that is in employment and contributing towards the
creation of economic output is high in comparison with the national rate. Productivity levels in the
South East is adversely affected by the skills base of its resident population which falls behind the
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national average in terms of higher-level skills (NVQ4+). There is a sharp contrast between coastal
districts and those in close proximity to London when it comes to higher skilled occupations,
reflecting the labour market relationships that SELEP shares with the Capital.
Technology and automation are changing the way we do business and demand higher level
technical skills. Therefore, increasing the technical skills and capabilities of our current and future
workforce is critical and it crosses all sectors. However, there are many other areas where
addressing skills shortages will be essential if we are to capitalise on our opportunities, including
Leisure and Tourism, Ports and Logistics, Health and Social Care and Manufacturing and these all
have specific skills requirements in order to remain successful.
The scale of planned infrastructure and development activity in the South East is significant,
including housing and garden community developments, Bradwell Power Station, the Lower
Thames Crossing, the relocation of Public Health England, the proposed London Resort theme park
and new digital infrastructure. All will require a scale of resource that is likely to far exceed the
existing labour market. These projects will generate significant labour demand across
construction and engineering to planning and project management. This will require a strategic
approach if we are to secure the workforce needed to deliver against these commitments, and
ensure that our businesses and residents are able to benefit from these opportunities.
It will also need to focus not only on traditional constructions skills but those required for Modern
Methods of Construction and creation of smart buildings, for example, in order to achieve the
stretching targets for building new homes and drive the innovation we seek.
A further issue to be recognised is that our skills system, with 9 Universities educating over 88,000
people, our further education colleges and other training providers are the key mechanism
through which we will reduce skills shortages, further education institutions and skills providers in
particular find themselves struggle to recruit and retain the teaching staff needed to deliver skills
for the economy.

Building on success
There is much to be done and much to be gained, but we are not by any means starting from
scratch. SELEP has long prioritised skills as a key enabler of growth and productivity and is
recognised as a leader in this regard. Our Skills Advisory Group has long worked to deliver against
a clear and targeted skills strategy and significant progress in developing the system to respond to
the needs of the economy has been achieved, including almost £80 million invested in skills
infrastructure and over £60million in European Social Fund Programme.
The development of new curricula to support key industries has facilitated closer partnership
between providers and industry, as has the Digital Skills Partnership, which works to build
collaboration to share existing resources and tools, develop new ideas, attract new partners and
build capability.
More recently our Delivering Skills for the Future programme has helped further education
institutions and skills providers to recruit and train teaching staff to support delivery of training
needed in the economy. SELEP will continue to support and develop this, alongside continued
capital investment in our further and higher education capacity that our growing population and
business base needs to succeed.
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We will build aspiration and innovation, among learners, employees, business owners and
providers. Over the next five years, we will develop a clear pathway between all levels and
increase industry-relevant qualifications for all ages, particularly at higher and degree level. In
addition, we will simplify the skills landscape for employers and seek to expand the support
available for training providers and employers at a local level to meet local needs.
Building our work to match employers (enterprise advisors) with schools and colleges, we will
continue to raise awareness of the wide range of career and employment opportunities that exist
in the SELEP area, in the context of growth and the delivery of the National Careers Strategy,
increasing aspiration among young people and wider public understanding.
And we have an excellent framework and structure through which to drive these and other
improvements, with our new Skills Advisory Panel, with even greater representation from
businesses across the region, that is leading a refreshed data driven Skills Strategy and is
committed to delivering this and driving forward the priorities that this industrial strategy
presents.
Suggested case studies – based on existing information/documents and feedback from
stakeholders. To include:
Tailoring provision to local employer needs (Plumpton College, Stansted Airport College,
Thameside Jetty). Plus new curriculum development – logistics at South Essex
LEP skills capital programmes (sector and place-based selection)
Further Education tutor bursary scheme
ESF projects (selection of in work and hard to reach, plus social prescribing)

Links to Strategic Opportunities
UK’s global gateway – we will work with business leaders to support their approaches to
sustainable growth, talent development (including apprenticeships and T levels), R&D and
investment. Supporting our SME base in particular to adopt new technologies and productive
processes is crucial, as well as targeting skills interventions at key sectors that underpin the
realisation of our strategic opportunities, such as our gateway locations.
Communities for the future – we will support a strategic approach to workforce planning across
our large-scale projects and support greater participation of local SMEs developers and supply
chain engagement. The scale of development in the South East is significant and will require a
skilled, agile and motivated workforce in order to both deliver and maintain it.
Coastal catalyst – we will work to generate a greater diverse mix of employment opportunities,
including higher value roles and in doing so, increase skills levels in our coastal and rural areas,
through improving access to training and encouraging update of apprenticeships across key
sectors.

Priorities and future activities
To drive progress towards achieving our ambitions within “People”, working with our Skills
Advisory Panel, our activities will include:
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• identifying funding sources to provide workforce training that will accelerate the ability of
business to adopt new technologies and embrace the opportunities of AI/automation (e.g.
national retraining scheme);
• identifying funding sources to provide leadership coaching and B2B support for leaders of our
SME base in particular, supporting their approaches to growing their business and doing so
sustainably, developing their talent (including through apprenticeships & T Levels), participating
in R&D and attracting further investment;
• providing information and guidance for employers to increase awareness of apprenticeship and
skills development opportunities (linked to wider business support) and with a greater focus on
reaching those in coastal and rural communities and linked to a bid to become a Tourism Zone;
• creating a major projects group to consider large-scale infrastructure projects, focusing on
strategic workforce planning, labour supply and skills development, including exploring the
potential for skills hubs and working with Government to accelerate interventions where
necessary;
• working with digital providers to understand future plans and requirements for skills and
labour, to work with the region’s skills providers to accelerate the implementation of digital
connectivity;
• supporting our gateway locations to provide the diverse skills required for a future workforce;
and
• advancing programmes to support further education institutions and skills providers to attract
and retain teaching staff to teach higher technical skills and, where appropriate, in other hard
to recruit areas.

Outcomes
We have identified the following required outcomes in order to address our challenges and grasp
emerging opportunities:
• the creation of a highly competitive supply chain and skills base, able to respond to
opportunities to boost productivity;
• increased international trade and investment as a result of improved skills and leadership
capabilities;
• clusters of high value activity generate a diverse mix of employment opportunities that can be
taken up by a local, upskilled workforce; and
• better connectivity in coastal and rural communities that drive business growth and improves
access to education, training and jobs.
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Infrastructure
The South East will capitalise on our gateway location by working to address capacity
and congestion associated with transport infrastructure, improving digital connectivity
across the region and investing to improve the resilience of our infrastructure to the
impacts of climate change.

Our ambition
SELEP will continue to work with partners to identify transport network needs within and across
our area, addressing capacity and congestion, helping to help unlock future investment and
supporting our commitment as a region to deliver significant housing growth. We will also improve
digital connectivity in all our communities to support businesses across the region. Given the
identified challenges the region faces to the impacts of climate change, we will invest to improve
the resilience of our infrastructure and to help protect those communities at greatest risk.
This is crucial to the South East’s growth potential; the supporting role we play to other parts of
the UK will only be delivered if our businesses and communities have access to the efficient and
resilient infrastructure they need.

Context
The South East is home to strategically important infrastructure, including two of London’s
airports (at Stansted and Southend); major ports including Dover, London Gateway and Tilbury,
the Haven Ports and Newhaven; the UK’s only rail connection to continental Europe; and an
extensive strategic road and rail network.
This international ‘gateway’ function is important to the UK as a whole and also yields significant
economic benefits to the South East. A growing volume of international freight and passengers
depend on these networks which are critical to servicing the markets that operate across and
within the region. Ensuring the resilience of the South East’s transport networks is therefore both
a local and national challenge.
In 2018, South East ports handled some 95 million tonnes of freight, accounting for 20% of the UK
total. While the national trend has been for a reduction in overall volumes, the volume handled by
South East ports has been growing and its national share increasing. For example, Dover is the
largest ‘roll-on roll-off’ port in the UK, handling 23% of the UK total ro-ro traffic, as well as being
Europe’s busiest passenger ferry port.
The evidence suggests that the South East’s local road network performs relatively well in headline
terms with average speeds on A-roads exceeding the national average. However, average speeds
have been falling due to increased congestion and these figures obscure particular network pinchpoints that present risks to our gateway locations and efficiency and reliability for businesses.
The region’s rail network is already the busiest and most congested in the country, with a complex
network linking London with the Greater South East and to Europe via the Channel Tunnel. The
High Speed One domestic rail network in Kent and Medway built on existing investment in the
Channel Tunnel Rail Link. The network still requires significant investment to enhance connections,
particularly to coastal communities, and to provide additional capacity on congested commuter
routes to and from London. These pressures will only increase with the projected population
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increase across the South East and through delivery of housing growth and Garden Communities
that form a key part of this strategy.
Beyond transport infrastructure, the SELEP area also makes a substantial contribution to UK
energy generation, with new nuclear facilities planned at Bradwell and major offshore wind
generation capacity in the Thames Estuary, North Sea and English Channel. Our growth agenda
depends on efficient and sustainable utilities networks; the South2East Local Energy Strategy sets
out how local energy generation to support heat, power and transport could be developed,
making use of private sector investment and supporting the ‘clean growth’ grand challenge set out
in the National Industrial Strategy.
The local broadband partnerships in East Sussex, Kent, Medway, Essex, Thurrock and Southend are
well advanced in ensuring superfast broadband access to the majority of homes and businesses.
However, broadband coverage in the more rural areas of the LEP is poorer and we will need to
address existing not spots, ensuring that we respond to the Government’s ambition to connect
every home and business to full fibre by 2033. We need to also be able to take advantage of the
opportunities associated with the introduction of 5G mobile infrastructure and the increasing
sophistication of consumer and business demand. For example, the urgent roll out of broadband
across all rural areas to support the growth of the Agri-tech sector and rural businesses including
the very large number of creative and dynamic SMEs choosing to locate in SELEP’s rural areas.
Latest evidence highlights the significant risks faced in many parts of the South East from climate
change, with large areas at risk from flooding and coastal erosion, particularly many of our coastal
communities. The increasing frequency and intensity of extreme weather events in the future
presents an ongoing risk to economic assets and business activity in the region, with the impact
often being felt disproportionately by the most vulnerable groups. Investment is therefore
required to improve the resilience of existing infrastructure and introduce mitigation measures
where it is effective to do so.

Building on success
SELEP has already made significant investment in infrastructure through its Local Growth Fund
programme (based on the priorities set out in the 2014 Strategic Economic Plan). This has
contributed to a number of strategically important schemes such as the widening of the A13,
improvements to Junction 8 of the M11 at Harlow and Junction 10a at Ashford, and will ultimately
help to unlock around 29,000 homes.
However, recent assessments in Kent, Medway, Essex, Thurrock, Southend and the combined
Infrastructure Delivery Plans in East Sussex, all indicate that the scale of the investment required
to deliver the infrastructure needed for planned growth is far greater. From a strategic
perspective, the major, long-term infrastructure priorities are clearly identified and with existing
evidence in place to support future proposals. They include:
• the Government’s proposed Lower Thames Crossing, linking Kent, Thurrock and Essex. Through
the recent Highways England consultation, the relevant local authorities responded reflecting
their views (it is noted that Thurrock Council is not supportive of the Lower Thames Crossing
proposed route). It is important that a scheme of this size maximises the potential benefits and
minimises the impacts on local businesses and communities. The scheme could have
substantial impacts on the surrounding road network (including the potential to alter strategic
traffic flows between Dover and the North);
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• other major road corridors, including (in South Essex) the A13 and A127; (in Essex) the A12,
A120, A133 and M11; (in Kent and Medway) the A2/M2/A299, M20 and A21; and (in East
Sussex) the A27, A21 and A26;
• improved rail connectivity in terms of speed, frequency and reliability. The South East has a
dense rail network. However, these routes and services do not yet benefit all areas; it is vital
that we expand the area’s rail connectivity, particularly to London. Particular opportunities
include the development of links to HS1 from East Sussex; the extension of Crossrail to
Ebbsfleet; and improvements to the rail infrastructure in South Essex;
• improved access by road and rail to our major international gateways. These include the major
ports (pressure from which impact on the wider network), as well the airports within and
immediately outside the South East; and
• the transport infrastructure needed to ensure the existing and new settlements are successful
and sustainable – ensuring that high quality public and sustainable transport contributes to the
attractiveness of the South East as a place to live, work and invest.
In addition to road and rail, transport options such as bus services, walking and cycling are
important to develop an inclusive and sustainable economy. The benefits of walking and cycling on
health and wellbeing are also widely understood. Through SELEP’s Local Growth Fund, £143.7m is
being invested in infrastructure to support sustainable transport modes and active travel. This
includes measures to improve safety, connectivity to urban centres for walking and cycling and
improve access to railway stations, to encourage ‘first mile/last mile’ trips by sustainable transport
modes.
The South East Coast is the UK’s closest link to Europe and provides a resilient gateway for tourism
and trade. We are seeking government support to improve our connectivity to key economic
centres and further investment in place-based initiatives, on a long-term strategic basis. The coast
has high growth potential within key economic sectors. We can encourage strong economic
growth if we can develop an innovation ecosystem which delivers bespoke programmes to
support our coastal business communities. We have enormous opportunities to develop the coast
as a major energy generator.
We are already working closely with Highways England, Network Rail and Transport East (covering
Essex, Southend and Thurrock) and Transport for the South East (covering East Sussex, Kent and
Medway) as our two Local Transport Bodies to collate technical evidence on a regional basis and
to help prioritise future schemes and ensure appropriate investment. Moving forward, these
activities will become aligned in support of the strategic opportunities set out in this strategy.
We have worked together with the Coast to Capital and Enterprise M3 LEPs to create the
South2East Local Energy Strategy, an area spanning all the way from Harwich to Winchester. It
provides a clear analysis of the energy opportunities and challenges across the Tri-LEP area for
power, heat and transport, and considers energy and low carbon priorities for the South East as
part of the region’s contribution to providing local energy provision and the shift to a low carbon
economy.
The South East’s ability to support regional and national economic growth depends on having the
necessary blend of high-quality infrastructure in place, both transport and digital. Furthermore,
the demands on our region’s infrastructure are only set to increase and place further strain and
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constraints, which will be compounded as we deliver on the growth associated with the strategic
opportunities identified in this strategy.
Suggested case studies – based on existing information/documents and feedback from
stakeholders. To include:
Channel Tunnel / High Speed One and proposals to expand to East Sussex
Crossrail
Tri-LEP Energy Strategy
Local Growth Fund projects – London Gateway New Multi-modal Interchange and A13 widening,
Ashford International Rail Connectivity

Links to strategic opportunities
UK’s global gateway - we will work with our growing gateway locations to improve transport and
digital infrastructure and thus the region’s ability to provide reliable and efficient transport
connection to markets which operate within and across our area, ensuring they are competitive in
the future market for international trade and investment, for example connecting the major
gateways with London and the rest of the country.
Communities for the future – we will meet our commitment to deliver 30% of government’s
Garden Communities programme, by ensuring that the infrastructure investment is in place to
help provide capacity in the transport network and expanded digital network and that supports
more sustainable ways of working and our ambition to expand innovation activity.
Coastal catalyst - we will improve the ability of coastal and rural communities to successfully grow
their economies by increasing reliability and frequency of transport and digital services, which are
often of poorer quality and which can act as a barrier to more productive sectors and the growth
of the visitor economy.

Priorities and future activities
To drive progress towards achieving our ambitions within “Infrastructure”, our activities will
include:
• accelerating the South East’s role as a gateway for global trade and enterprise, and explore the
potential of Freeport status and application of ‘smart borders’;
• working with Transport for the South East and Transport East, and with London and our
neighbouring LEPs, to ensure infrastructure needs and investments are joined up and planned
for the long term and that LEP funding supports this;
• working with government and industry providers to better understand our digital coverage,
acknowledging existing ‘not spots’ and exploring new models for delivering digital
infrastructure in hard to reach places;

• supporting the implementation of the South2East Local Energy Strategy and deliver initiatives
that support sustainable energy to transition to a net zero carbon economy, including
alignment with the Offshore Wind Sector Deal; and
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• championing and working closely with planned strategic infrastructure that will help to drive
our future success, such as the Lower Thames Crossing and Bradwell Power Station, to leverage
maximum benefit to the region.

Outcomes
• Increased regional and London-based trade through our Ports and Airports.
• Stronger and more reliable connectivity to, from and between SELEP’s gateway locations.
• Network of well-connected communities through fast, reliable infrastructure; and reduced
congestion from greater resident/jobs containment.
• Better connectivity in coastal and rural communities to drive forward business growth and
improve access to education/training.
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Business environment
The South East will become the UK’s most successful region for inward investment, whilst
also increasing productivity and innovation across the region by delivering an improved
business support offer and creating a thriving business environment

Our ambition
SELEP will leverage our potential for innovation, growth and trade, being the best place to start
and grow a business and a global draw for innovators. We will drive productivity in businesses of
all sizes by increasing collaboration, building skills and ensuring everyone has access to good
employment.
By 2030, we will increase overall productivity levels through investment in our people and places,
underpinned by sustainable growth and creating new opportunities for all our businesses and
communities.

Context
SELEP is home to a large and diverse business base made up of local business, nationally significant
organisations and global firms with an established presence here. With around 170,000 active
enterprises, we accommodate approximately 6% of the UK’s business base. Whilst our business
community has expanded in recent years, the pace of growth has fallen behind other parts of the
UK; our relative underperformance is underpinned by slightly lower business start-up rates
compared with the national average. We record average performance in terms of business scaleup, although this trails behind other south eastern LEPs. High representation or growth in scaleups can help to drive growth in employment and value in local areas, so this needs to be a priority
for the coming years.
Reflecting national trends, SELEP’s business stock is overwhelmingly made up of small enterprises.
90% of businesses employ nine or fewer employees (of which the great majority employ fewer
than five) with little variation between different parts of the LEP. Public admin and education
sectors tend to be characterised by a higher proportion of larger employers, while the ICT,
construction, professional scientific and technical sectors are comprised almost exclusively of
micro and small businesses.
Our businesses make a major contribution to the UK economy, generating nearly £90bn GVA per
annum, making it the largest generator of GVA of all LEP areas outside of London. But in relative
terms, SELEP has been performing relatively poorly across a variety of economic output and
productivity measures, including GVA per hour worked/per job filled and GVA growth over the last
few years. Significant scope therefore exists for our business base to become more efficient and
productive in the way they work.
These measures also underline the fact that SELEP is relatively under-represented in the most
productive sector groups (such as ICT, finance and insurance), and some of the more productive
sectors are less productive in the SELEP area than they are nationally. Looking ahead, we see
particular growth opportunities within sectors such as the creative and digital industries, marine
and maritime, life sciences and low carbon technology to drive up productivity across SELEP, with
the right support and collaboration opportunities.
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SELEP accommodates over 21 million sqm of office and industrial floorspace, the vast majority of
which is industrial in nature. There is an urgent need to respond to the increasing requirement for
workspace flexibility across the South East, with recent business consultation highlighting
increasingly flexible working patterns, enabled by technology. However, while demand for flexible
workspace is rising, supply is falling (particularly in the light of the widespread loss of commercial
space through permitted development rights), and recent research indicates a shortfall in supply
across a wide range of business space types and price brackets.
The LEP’s Rural Strategy notes that 24% of all employed people in the SELEP live in rural areas and
31% of all self-employed people are located in these areas. Non-rural businesses located in the
rural area make a significant contribution to the economy, including retail, construction, finance,
hospitality and public sector. For example, 36% of businesses in Kent are in rural areas and over
50% are non-rural in nature.

Building on success
We want to maintain our highly entrepreneurial economy our positive record in supporting new
business starts. Business growth has been a high priority for SELEP, reflected in the establishment
and delivery of our Growth Hub, Enterprise Zone programme and major business growth
initiatives delivered locally and via our universities, such as the Kent and Medway Business Fund
and East Sussex Invest.
The Growth Hub, a business support initiative operating across East Sussex, Kent, Medway, Essex,
Southend and Thurrock, has worked with more than 4,400 firms to help create nearly 1,000 new
jobs, figures show. A report into the South East Business Hub project which supports companies
across the South East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) area, estimates that for every £1 spent
on the programme a further £13.20 has been generated in return, creating 994 jobs.
We want to focus on growing those businesses with the potential for growth, through coaching,
management, the development of leadership quality, support in accessing finance and other
measures.
We have a strong track record in inward investment, driven by our three investment promotion
agencies. Our proximity to London provides a major opportunity for us to mutually grow the South
East economy. We will support continued eﬀorts to attract new investment and will work with
our neighbours to develop a joint approach to the UK’s international gateways to ensure that their
full economic potential is recognised/captured allowing for post Brexit adjustments to
international trade. A number of programmes are also in place to increase the proportion of firms
in the SELEP area that export, and post-Brexit, drive up the UK’s export ability and its
attractiveness to inward investors.
The post Brexit environment, coupled with our more localised issues that have persisted over
recent years, provide a series of challenges to continued growth and performance of our business
environment. Driving up the UK’s export ability – and its attractiveness to inward investors – will
be a high priority and one from which the South East will benefit through its role as the UK’s global
gateway. We need to prepare for any post-Brexit threats to our businesses and workforce and
work in partnership to build a workforce and business base fully equipped to respond to new skills
and technologies.
There is significant scope for social enterprise to play a key role in growing the regional economy
by blending innovation and business drive with social goals that benefit the local community and
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strengthen our social fabric. Social Enterprise is a significant business sector in its own right,
employing up to 62,000 people and contributing a minimum of £2.3 billion to the local economy. It
has a substantial contribution to make in supporting SELEP’s aspirations for a more productive and
more prosperous economy and with the right support and opportunities there is potential for
social enterprises to grow and achieve even greater impact. We will continue to support Social
Enterprise and our Social Enterprise Prospectus sets out the scope and opportunities of this sector
in the SELEP area, as well as seven priorities for action to build a stronger more impactful social
enterprise sector. It is our aspiration that the South East is recognised as the capital of social
enterprise.
Across the South East, there is a strong record in bringing forward new managed workspace and
innovation centre space (for example in the network of workspaces delivered in East Sussex) and
we will build on this. However, responding to a more ﬂexible working landscape demands a more
integrated approach, linking existing and new facilities and creating the conditions for businesses
to make new connections and share ideas.
SELEP will support sector development within our coastal and rural areas, identifying where
investment can provide ﬂexible workspace at a reasonable price. We want to retrofit properties to
ensure they take advantage of new technology to save energy, so they can utilise the energy being
generated locally. We also want to ensure property is fit for use by all types of businesses,
including industrial based, micro and freelancer.
Suggested case studies – based on existing information/documents and feedback from
stakeholders. To include:
Growth Hubs (including scale-up work)
Social Enterprise
Southend Airport Business Park
Showcase sectors where we are doing good things (H/S to review)
SECEN prospectus
Bexhill Creative Workspace

Links to strategic opportunities
UK’s global gateway – we will create a thriving business environment that supports our businesses
to grow, innovate and to trade internationally. We will also continue to build a strong business-led
voice for the South East economy, supporting growth through increased exports, foreign direct
investment and exposure to wider markets.
Communities for the future – we will create flexible working environments that meet the future
needs for enterprise and reflect economic societal shifts towards greater work life balance and
diversity of employment; ensuring property is fit for use by all sectors, including, for example,
freelancers and the creative sector.
Coastal catalyst – we will develop opportunity within coastal and rural areas, supporting
diversification of the economic base of our coastal areas by growing new sectors (e.g. energy, agritech, maritime) and increasing the productivity of more traditional sectors. Our natural resources
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and assets can act as a driver for clean growth initiatives and productivity improvements,
spearheaded by SELEP’s existing strengths in nuclear and offshore wind.

Priorities and future activities
• To drive progress towards achieving our ambitions within “Business Environment”, our
activities will include:
• establishing a more coordinated business support offer, building on the Growth Hub, backed by
multi-year funding commitments and accessible to all types of enterprise including
entrepreneurs, small businesses, social enterprise and freelancers;
• delivering a bespoke scale up programme for businesses seeking to grow, including supporting
businesses within our coastal and rural communities;
• creating a maritime cluster group, supported by Maritime UK, to further develop the role of our
ports as catalysts of trade and enterprise and expand the marine supply chain.
• working to secure greater participation of SME developers to accelerate growth, supported by
the National Planning Policy Framework;
• identifying how all businesses in the region can access the level of digital connectivity they
require;
• reviewing local procurement processes to support entrepreneurs, small businesses and
freelancers; and
• optimising the growth and development of our leading sectors through effective clustering and
R&D.

Outcomes
• Increased domestic and international trade
• Highly productive business trading environment which encourages business start-ups and scaleups
• Growth in high productivity sectors across SELEP
• Thriving business community, supply chain networks and skills base
• Increased productivity of businesses in coastal and rural areas of SELEP, to at least match SELEP
wide average
• Increased commercialisation and growth of innovative and growing sectors including creative
and cultural and low carbon technology
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Places
The South East will lead the country in creating future sustainable communities, that
enhance and protect our natural assets, to provide a thriving environment for business,
trade, living and culture.

Our ambition
SELEP will drive greater productivity that improves living standards, delivers growth and creates
destinations of choice for residents and businesses, supporting business and trade and providing
excellent employment, educational and cultural opportunities.

Context
The South East is highly diverse with no single centre dominating. This means that the LEP’s key
assets are widely distributed across a range of county towns, University cities, ports, coastal towns
and industrial centres, plus an extensive network of market towns and rural communities.
Reflecting SELEP’s dispersed economic geography, travel flows are complex, with substantial
outflows to London and more tightly defined travel-to-work areas towards the coast. SELEP’s
strong economic linkages with London – and the Capital’s future growth prospects – are also
reflected through the Thames Gateway and more specific initiatives such as the Thames Estuary
Production Corridor. There are also strong connections with neighbouring LEPs along the LondonStansted-Cambridge corridor, linking West Essex with its neighbours in London, Hertfordshire and
Cambridgeshire; in the Haven Gateway, linked with New Anglia LEP; and between East Sussex, the
Gatwick Diamond and the Greater Brighton conurbation.
We have recorded rapid population and housing growth during recent years – and there is more in
the pipeline. Population growth is expected to outpace the national average, although much of
our overall population growth will be accounted for by older age groups. The availability of good
quality affordable housing is a key consideration, with SELEP’s affordability ratio above the
national average in all but one district. In light of population growth, infrastructure constraints and
extensive environmental designations, housing affordability and delivery represent significant
challenges to achieving continued growth and prosperity across the region.
The region contains areas of nationally significant environmental quality including metropolitan
green belt, the South Downs National Park and areas of outstanding natural beauty. 72% of land
area in Essex is classified as rural, while this figure is even higher in Kent at 85%. 936,000 people in
SELEP live in the rural areas, which is comprised of an extensive mix of outstanding natural and
farmed landscapes. Horticulture, viticulture, forestry, top and soft fruit production and
diversification initiatives all contribute to the rich mix of economic activity. Creative industries also
play an important role in driving SELEP’s visitor and cultural economy and have been representing
an increasing share of the area’s business base.
SELEP accommodates the largest stretch of coastline of any LEP in the country at over 375 miles,
and just over two million of its population of four million live in Coastal districts. Its coastline has a
rich diversity of towns and outstanding rural areas, displaying varying economic performance. This
coastal region under-performs against inland SELEP as well as regional and national economic and
social indicators, as recently explored through SELEP’s Coastal Economic Prospectus. Some of the
UK’s most intense deprivation is found in parts of our coastal communities, with productivity
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levels 8% lower than the regional average and 12% lower than the National average. The coast is
often portrayed through either culturally driven success stories or the new focus for deprivation
and both these images are too one dimensional.
SELEP has 3 Local Nature Partnerships located in Kent and Medway, Sussex and Thames Gateway,
each at different stages of operation. Strategic priorities include strengthening the consideration
of biodiversity within local plans and the growth agenda, embedding natural capital into planning
and decision making, taking forward the health and nature agenda and improving the quality,
extent and connectivity of our high value habitats. The climate and ecology emergency is a huge
threat to future growth and economic wellbeing, and we recognise that natural capital is essential
for mitigating and adapting to this. Ensuring the efficient use of our natural resources (e.g. water
resources, waste, water quality, woodlands), as part of the circular economy will be increasingly
important.

Building on success
The pace of housing delivery has been increasing across SELEP in recent months and years in
response to a growing population. Despite this, demand for housing will exceed the current rate of
delivery: in Essex, Thurrock and Southend alone, there is a need for around 179,000 new homes
between 2016 and 2036. The scale of the growth agenda also has implications for the South East’s
long-term sustainability. In particular, the quality and energy efficiency of new development will
be vital and the SELEP area will play a major role in delivering ‘A Green Future’, the Government’s
25-year plan to improve the environment.
Our significant garden community programme amounts to approximately 117,500 new homes
across the South East, alongside c.90 ha of employment land, 27 primary and 9 secondary schools
that have already been committed in these projects. They include:
• North Essex Garden Communities – comprising three potential sites, West of Braintree Garden
Community (up to 10,000 homes), Colchester Braintree Borders Garden Community (up to
24,000 homes) and Tendring Colchester Garden Community (up to 9,000 homes);
• Otterpool Park Garden Town – Otterpool Park is a new garden town of up to 12,000 homes and
85 hectares of employment land. It will include land for employment, schools, shops, health
facilities and green space;
• Dunton Hills – up to 5,000 new homes, approximately midway between Basildon and
Brentwood. There will be around 2500 new homes on the Brentwood side of the development,
which will be the main Dunton Hills village. An additional 2,500 homes may be built in later
stages of development;
• Harlow and Gilston – up to 8,500 new homes built in a series of six villages, each of which will
have its own character;
• Ebbsfleet Garden City – with plans to develop up to 15,000 homes over the next 15 years.
Ebbsfleet forms part of the plans for Thames Gateway Kent, an area covering broadly the area
east of the M25, bounded to the north by the Thames River and Estuary and to the south by the
A2 and the North Downs.
These new settlements, as well as our other scalable housing developments and wider
infrastructure investment, will not only deliver housing and employment growth across the SELEP
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area, but also provide wider opportunities to boost productivity growth and innovation within its
key sectors, industries and business base. For instance, development of new garden communities
could provide a test bed for developing SELEP’s capabilities within innovative technology, such as
low carbon technologies and modern methods of construction.
While we have a large economy, it is also shaped by – and benefits – from our links with
neighbouring areas. Not least London and London remains an important employment destination
and a major market for South East businesses. Parts of the South East also have strong links to
London’s future growth. In particular, a shared strategy for the Thames Estuary has been
advanced for many years which we will continue to work with and champion the aims of the
Thames Estuary Growth Board. Elsewhere, there are strong connections with neighbouring LEPs
along the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor, linking West Essex with its neighbours in London,
Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire; in the Haven Gateway, linked with New Anglia LEP; and
between East Sussex, the Gatwick Diamond and the Greater Brighton conurbation. We will
continue to work with partners to champion and accelerate progress across these important
economic corridors.
The Rural Strategy sets out a vision for the LEP’s rural areas as a growing rural economy with a
highly skilled workforce in full employment; Creating opportunities for the establishment of new
businesses, the development of existing ones, increased job opportunities and a thriving culture
of entrepreneurship support this vision; good access to services, improving skill levels, the
availability of affordable housing and reduced journey times to work are essential elements of
the vision and to ensuring a good quality of life in rural communities.
The SELEP area contains some of the country’s highest quality and most productive agricultural
land and provides local agricultural businesses with a competitive advantage, with SELEP home to
many well-known local brands (e.g. Tiptree, Chapel Down) as well as international and SME
presence. Rising demand for quality and growth of a ‘premium’ market’ is likely to support local
expansion, with vineyards and wineries across Kent and Medway, Essex and East Sussex having a
key role to play in particular. This is complemented by SELEP’s existing research strengths in
agriculture and food science, for instance at the University of Greenwich, Canterbury Christ Church
University and Writtle University College, with scope for more collaboration across the business
and higher education community.
Agriculture and related activities such as food and drink production and agri-tech, makes an
important contribution to SELEP’s overall economy and is a sector that has seen significant
diversification over recent years, and we will focus on supporting further innovation and
productivity within these sectors.
SELEP’s tourism sector currently attracts over 5 million visitors per annum and the economic
value of these visitors in 2017 was £230m, an increase from £221m in 2015 and we aim to focus
on increasing this further through targeted support for sectors such as tourism, creative. We also
recognise the importance of continuing to develop a strong creative and cultural offer. Building
and maintaining socially vibrant town centres, high quality evening and night-time economies
and a strong cultural offer are crucial both to the future success of our communities and in
attracting and retaining investment and enterprise in the region. We will continue to invest in
the regeneration of our towns and new communities.
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Suggested case studies – based on existing information/documents and feedback from
stakeholders. To include:
Beaulieu Park and Ebbsfleet Garden City
Regeneration of existing communities – e.g. Margate
Thames Estuary Production Corridor
Devonshire park Eastbourne
Pioneering Places East Kent and Folkstone Seafront/music town
Sussex modern

Links to strategic opportunities
UK’s global gateway – we will ensure communities across the region benefit from the growth of
our gateway locations, supporting the development of our growing sectors and economic
corridors and ensuring that this growth is managed is a sustainable way to protect our natural
environment.
Communities for the future – we will be a leading location for smart places, building and adapt
communities to be the best places to live and work, ensuring they are sustainable, connected, fit
for modern living and working and provide age appropriate housing and environments that
support wellbeing.
Coastal catalyst – we will take a proactive approach that builds positively to close the gap in
economic performance and inclusion that exists with coast and the rest of the region, as one of
our most undeveloped and unappreciated opportunities. In doing this we will also focus on
improving our towns, housing stock and connectivity and increasing job and training
opportunities.

Priorities and future activities
To drive progress towards achieving our ambitions within “Places”, our activities will include:
• delivering clear plans to address connectivity challenges in coastal and rural areas, such as a
Rural Connectivity Programme;
• developing the visitor economy, ensuring culture is embedded in its growth potential, including
as part of the government’s Tourism Sector Deal;
• supporting development of the vibrant and innovative viticulture sector in our rural areas;
• applying learning from innovative community development activities to existing communities;
• supporting regeneration of our towns through the government’s Future High Street Fund and
Towns Fund programmes;
• working collaboratively to protect and enhance our natural resources, and explore
opportunities to create new opportunities from our assets, for example to support resilience in
the rural economy; and
• developing a ‘planners toolkit’ to help unlock barriers and promote design that supports
healthy living, age appropriate homes, clean growth, workspace delivery and cultural vitality.
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Outcomes
• Our strategic locations and nationally significant infrastructure assets provide a unique
opportunity to create a leading environment for increasing two-way trade with Europe and the
world
• The region is the UK’s leading testbed location for communities of the future (e.g. AI, MMC,
community mobility)
• More sustainable balance of residents and jobs through greater provision of residential and
workplace choices
• Our array of natural resources and assets, most prevalent in our coastal and rural communities,
act as a driver for clean growth initiatives and productivity improvements, for instance through
resource efficiency, spearheaded by SELEP’s existing strengths in nuclear and offshore wind
energy
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Implementation and Evaluation
This Local Industrial Strategy will set the direction for the South East economy.
Built upon solid foundations of clear evidence, it highlights where SELEP, government and other
partners will work together to maximise key strengths and tackle major challenges.

Governance
At the local level, the SELEP Board will lead the implementation of this Local Industrial Strategy
through its existing governance and delivery structures, embedding the strategy’s priorities into its
annual work programme. This will be subject to the usual processes of reporting and agreement
through SELEP’s ‘federated’ structure with our four economic partnership areas. The Cities and
Local Growth Unit will work with SELEP to engage government in delivery at the local level as
necessary.

Funding
This Local Industrial Strategy does not include any new spending commitments outside of existing
budgets. Instead, it will inform the strategic use of local funding streams and, where relevant,
spending and decisions at the national level. It will also help SELEP decide on its approach to
maximising the long-term impact of the new UK Shared Prosperity Fund once its details and
priorities are announced.
To demonstrate progress towards the long-term vision set out by this Local Industrial Strategy, the
Strategy contains a number of specific actions. Where these actions are locally led, these will be
drawn from local budgets which exist for those purposes; where relevant, SELEP will review the
funding criteria associated with distribution of local budgets to ensure alignment with the
ambition and strategic opportunities set out in this strategy. Where actions are shared between
SELEP and government, they will be funded from existing local and departmental budgets, with
funding allocated for those specific purposes.
This strategy does not represent all the priorities and action being developed by SELEP or partners
within the South East. SELEP will regularly review the latest evidence to continue designing the
most effective approaches and interventions to be at the forefront of the future UK economy. This
strategy sets out long-term ambitions and will continue to evolve as the economy changes.
SELEP will comply with all of the monitoring and evaluation requirements of each particular
funding source, in addition to the wider requirement to monitoring the implementation of the
Local Industrial Strategy as a whole.

Monitoring outcomes
This Local Industrial Strategy sets out SELEP’s long-term aspirations and the specific outcomes
local partners are aiming to achieve, together with future priorities and actions. These will help
guide future action and evaluate progress.
By 2050, the SELEP area will aim to have secured:
• delivery of new approaches to living, working and moving people and goods around, supporting
clean growth and sustainable development, while also helping to overcome traditional
infrastructure constraints to growth;
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• increased expenditure by both businesses and the higher education sector in research and
development expenditure and increased commercialisation of innovation activity;
• greater collaboration between businesses, universities and other partners in the SELEP area and
more connectivity of workers and flows of investment between these areas;
• skills provision which is more aligned to, and responsive to changes in, employer needs;
• a significant increase in the percentage of firms scaling up across the SELEP area, and an
improved match between the demand for, and supply of, commercial premises; and
• increased productivity across sectors and wider successful adaptation to technological change
which supports inclusivity across the SELEP area.
In order to ensure the opportunities in this Local Industrial Strategy are met, SELEP will monitor
the progress of the outlined commitments by developing a local Implementation Plan setting out
clear milestones, deliverables and timings for the actions set out in this strategy. In line with the
national Local Enterprise Partnership Assurance Framework, SELEP will produce an annual delivery
plan and a qualitative end-of-year report to evaluate how they and other partners have
contributed towards achieving Local Industrial Strategy objectives.

Evaluation
The government is committed to devolution where there is a strong evidence-base, robust
governance and delivery track-record in place. Robust evaluation is an essential element of
demonstrating the effective use of existing public funding.
SELEP proposes that progress in meeting the area’s Local Industrial Strategy ambitions is
monitored through two mechanisms:
• a set of SMART LEP deliverables will be defined, which will be measured and reported on as
part of the LEP’s Annual Delivery Plan; and
• a set of wider economic indicators will be defined, which the LEP can track and report on, and
which will – if deviating from projected trajectories – serve as a prompt for discussions with the
SELEP Board, government and the four economic partnership areas around possible actions.
SELEP will examine opportunities to embed evaluation into programmes and policies where
possible. SELEP will also continue to assess the latest evidence on ‘what works’ for interventions,
in collaboration with independent experts.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated board of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 6
Date:

28 January 2020

Subject:

Pre-examination of SELEP Strategic Board papers for 31 January 2020

Explanation
A standing agenda item for KMEP is to allow time for the pre-examination of SELEP Strategic
Board papers. The purpose of this item is to inform the KMEP representatives that sit on the
SELEP board.
Please see the separate attachment to view the SELEP Board Papers. There will be
representatives of the SELEP Secretariat at the KMEP meeting to take any questions
(Rhiannon Mort and Alex Riley).

A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 7
Date:

28 January 2020

Subject:

Local Growth Fund Rounds 1, 2, 3 and 3b: Delivery Progress Report

Report authors:

Kerry Clarke, LGF Programme Manager, Kent County Council
Jessica Jagpal, LGF Programme Co-ordinator, Medway Council

Summary
This report provides an update on the progress in delivering Kent and Medway’s Local Growth
Fund (LGF) programme, including those schemes that were allocated funding as part of the
most recent round of Growth Deal funding (Round 3b).
The Board is recommended to:
1. Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

1.

Introduction

1.1

£182.5 million has been allocated from the Local Growth Fund (LGF) round 1, 2 and 3 to
capital projects – primarily transport schemes - in Kent and Medway.

2

Kent and Medway’s Forecast LGF spend in 2019/20

2.1

In April 2019, SELEP received its 2019/20 LGF grant allocation of £54.915m as
anticipated. In addition, a total of £57.719m LGF was carried forward from previous
financial years.

2.2

The spend forecast for 2019/20, as reported to the South East LEP (SELEP)
Accountability Board in September 2019, has been set at £18.289m for Kent and
£16.555m for Medway. This is the benchmark for which delivery and spend will be
monitored against for the 2019/20 financial year and which will be adjusted based on
reporting to the quarterly SELEP Programme Consideration meetings.
Spend Profile for 2019/20

2.3

The total KCC LGF budget for 2019/20 = £18.289m

2.4

Current KCC LGF forecast spend for 2019/20 = £20.135m (based on update provided for
February SELEP Accountability Board meeting).

2.5

•
2019/20 Q1 Actual Spend = £1.437m
•
2019/20 Q2 Actual Spend = £1.044m
•
2019/20 Q3 Actual Spend = £2.071m
•
2019/20 Q4 Predicted Spend = £15.583m
The Kent LGF forecast spend has increased from the forecast included in the last KMEP
update report and reported to SELEP Accountability Board in November 2019. This is
because should Thanet Parkway receive sign off at the SELEP Accountability Board
meeting in February; the spend on the project during 2019/20 will be claimed from the
Local Growth Fund allocation.

2.6

Total Medway LGF Budget for 2019/20 = £16.515m

2.7

Current Medway LGF Forecast spend for 2019/20 = £6.185m (based on update provided
for February SELEP Accountability Board meeting).
•
•
•
•

2019/20 Q1 Actual Spend = £1.215m
2019/20 Q2 Actual Spend = £1.444m
2019/20 Q3 Actual Spend = £0.689m
2019/20 Q4 Predicted Spend = £2.836m

3

Business case development

3.1

Project funding is only secured following the completion of a full project Business Case,
its appraisal by the Local Enterprise Partnership’s (LEP) Independent Technical Evaluator
(ITE) (currently Steer) and approval by SELEP Accountability Board.

3.2

At the meeting of the Accountability Board on 15th November 2019, the business case
for the first phase (£4m) of the Kent and Medway Medical School project was approved.
A second phase, for a further allocation of £4m may also be approved depending on
additional funding being made available through the LGF3B Process. Appendix A shows
a summary of the Accountability Board decision.

3.3

Across Kent and Medway, approval of a business case is required for several schemes.

3.4

In Kent, The Kent Strategic Congestion Management Programme has a remaining £300k
allocation which will need to be unlocked through a further business case submission or
a change request.

3.5

The funding allocation of £1.6m towards the M2 Junction 5 scheme which secured an
indicative LGF3b allocation at the SELEP Investment Panel on 28th June 2019 also
requires business case sign off and this is due to be considered at the SELEP
Accountability Board meeting on 14th February 2020.

3.6

The Thanet Parkway business case has been updated following the revised cost
estimates received as part of Network Rails Grip Stage 4. The business case which is

now based on the total £14m LGF allocation is due to be considered at the meeting of
SELEP Accountability Board on 14th February 2020.
3.7

One scheme in Medway requires business case sign off:
Innovation Park Medway (Rochester Airport Phase 3) - £1.5185m is due to be
considered at the meeting of SELEP Accountability Board on 14 th February 2020.

3.8

Furthermore, the A289 Four Elms Roundabout to Medway Tunnel is currently paused
and an update report will be taken to SELEP Accountability Board in February 2020 to
determine the next steps following a successful HIF bid announcement.

4

Scheme delivery

4.1

A Red, Amber, Green (RAG) spreadsheet (shown in Appendix D and E) provides an
overview of progress in delivering each of the LGF capital projects in Kent and Medway.
For the KCC programme:
• 13 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
• 9 are Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can
be mitigated);
• 2 are Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
• 7 are completed
• 5 have been removed
For the Medway programme:
• 4 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target)
• 4 are Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can
be mitigated)
• 1 is Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).

5

Recommendations

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

6

Appendices:
Appendix A: Business Case Update from last SELEP Accountability Board Meeting
Appendix B: Forward Plan of Business Case submissions
Appendix C: Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Appendix D: RAG spreadsheet (Kent County Council schemes)
Appendix E: RAG spreadsheet (Medway Council schemes)

Business Case Update from SELEP Accountability Board meeting on 15th November 2019 – Appendix A

Outline business
case submission
dates

6th September
2019

SELEP Accountability
Board meeting date

15th November
2019

Scheme

Description

Decision

Kent and Medway
Medical School,
Canterbury

A new state of the art
Medical School to attract
more medical
practitioners to train and
locate in Kent and
Medway

To approve the award of the £4m for Phase A of the
Kent and Medway Medical School
NB the minutes of the SELEP Accountability Board
meeting were not formalised at the time of writing
this report.

SELEP Accountability Board Forward Plan – Appendix B
Outline
business
case
submission
dates

15th
November
2019

SELEP
Accountability
Board meeting
date

14th

February
2020

Scheme

Description

M2 Junction 5, Stockbury

Junction improvement scheme

Thanet Parkway

A new railway station in Thanet

Innovation Park Medway
northern site extended
enabling infrastructure
(Rochester Airport Phase 3)
LGF3b

Innovation Park Medway Northern site enabling
infrastructure, which includes utilities and spine
road.

SELEP ask

To approve the LGF3b funding award of
£1.6m
To approve the revised business case
for the LGF and LGF3b funding award
totalling £14m
To approve the LGF3b funding award of
£1.5185m

Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating - Appendix C
Scheme
Thanet Parkway

Description
Budget
RAG Rating
New railway station to the west of the £34.51m (£14m
Cliffsend village, Thanet
LGF, up to
£17.81m KCC,
£2m TDC, £0.7m
EKSDC)

Progress:
- Approval for the scheme was given at the SELEP Accountability Board on 12 th April 2019,
however, the LGF cannot be drawn down until SELEP receive written confirmation from Kent
County Council S151 officer, following completion of GRIP Stage 4, to confirm: that the total cost
estimate for the Project does not exceed those set out in section 8 of the SELEP Accountability
Board report; and that all funding has been secured to enable the delivery of the Project.
- The updated project cost estimate has been provided by Network Rail based on the Governance
for Rail Investment Projects (GRIP) Stage 4 single option development work. This shows an
increase in the total project cost from £27.65m to £34.51m. An amended funding package has
been identified to meet the increased cost, although efforts will continue to be made to reduce
the cost of the scheme, especially the level crossing works which has a very high contingency
included due to the current design stage.
- A full Business Case will now progress through the SELEP Independent Technical Evaluation (ITE)
process to confirm that the Project continues to present value for money, in light of the increase
in Project cost and that the full funding package is in place. The outcome of this assessment will
be presented to the SELEP Accountability Board at its next meeting on the 14th February 2020.
Issue:
-

The project has had previous funding issues and a revised working estimate was only confirmed
at the end of Grip stage 4 in September 2019.
The project is not yet able to draw down from the LGF allocation until SELEP is satisfied that the
project still represents high value for money and all funding is in place to deliver the project

Mitigation:
- KCC has explored several options to fund the remaining cost of the project, which included
investment from the new operator of the South Eastern Rail Franchise and/or the private sector.
- Further work has also been carried out to establish whether investment in the car park at the
new station (with its income servicing a loan) would be viable. The use of developer contributions
was also considered, although the uncertainty surrounding the Thanet Local Plan and the former
Manston Airport site mean that confirmation of any significant contributions would be beyond
the timescales required by SELEP to achieve business case sign off.
- KCC has therefore scrutinised the costings for the scheme to reduce the potential overall cost of
delivering the project. To meet this revised estimate, KCC put forward the project forward for a
further £4m allocation under LGF3B recognising that the Project is a priority not only for KCC but
is shown in the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) as a priority in the area to support investment and
remove congestion from the roads.
- There is a proposal being put forward to the KCC Cabinet on 27th January 2020 to commit to
funding the remaining gap whilst continuing to explore all potential external funding
opportunities.
- The LGF award to the Project will not be spent in full prior to the end of the Growth Deal (31st
March 2021). Therefore a report will be taken to the SELEP Strategic Board on 31st January 2020
to seek approval to spend a proportion of the LGF award on the project outside of the Growth
Deal.

Scheme
Sturry Link Road,
Canterbury

Description
New link road connecting A28 Sturry
Road to A291 Sturry Hill

Budget
£29.6m
(£5.9m LGF
£23.7m
Developer
Contributions)

RAG Rating

Progress:
-

-

The outstanding planning applications, for the housing developments (being decided by
Canterbury City Council) and the Project (being decided by KCC), are subject to a joint
Appropriate Assessment (AA) being considered as part of the planning application and being
agreed by Natural England. The AA is being prepared for Natural England’s consideration and
approval.
The planning applications for the key developments are due to be determined by CCC on 3rd
February 2020.
The planning application for the Project is due to be determined by KCC by March 2020.

Issue:
-

-

-

The delivery of the Project has been slower than anticipated due to the interdependency
between the Project and the planning applications for the residential/ commercial development
which is associated with the Project.
The most significant Project risk is the availability of the private sector funding contributions
towards the delivery of the Project. Although all the sites are allocated in the adopted Local Plan
(July 2017), full planning consent has not yet been approved for any of the main three developers
due to financially contribute towards the delivery of the Project.
If satisfactory progress has not been made towards securing the full funding package and having
the planning applications in place (By KCC for the delivery of the Project and by CCC in respect of
the Broad Oak Farm and Sturry Developments) by the next update to the SELEP Accountability
Board on the 14th February 2020, the Board will consider the reallocation of LGF to new LGF3b
projects.

Mitigation:
-

Potential options have been identified to manage the cash flow position and to secure developer
contributions which have been identified towards the delivery of the Project.
Though the LGF would be spent before the other funding sources, on costs such as land
acquisition, it is expected that due to the latest delays and the current pause on LGF spend, that
the full LGF award to the Project will not be spent in full prior to the end of the Growth Deal (31st
March 2021). Therefore a report will be taken to the SELEP Strategic Board on 31st January 2020
to seek approval to spend a proportion of the LGF award on the project outside of the Growth
Deal.

Scheme
Innovation Park
Medway – Phase 2

Description
Innovation Park Medway (IPM) will
deliver up to 100,000m2 of highquality, innovative commercial space,
bringing forward 3,000 highly skilled
jobs overall.

Budget
£3.7m LGF

RAG Rating

Innovation Park Medway (IPM) - Phase 2 was awarded £3.7m LGF3 at the February 2019 SELEP
Accountability Board, to deliver the enabling infrastructure required to facilitate development of the first
phase of the northern site of IPM. The works include; access road and surface parking, drainage and
water provision, electricity and gas works, broadband fibre and landscaping. The site will offer access to
world-class research and development and provide opportunities for the skilled talent pool at Medway’s
four universities. This phase of the project will bring forward 1,365 highly-skilled new jobs.
Progress:
-

The business case for IPM LGF3 was approved at February 2019 SELEP Accountability Board.

-

Design for the enabling infrastructure works have now commenced and are progressing well. The
design follows the principles set out in the IPM masterplan and design code, which will allow the
design to be submitted through the LDO self-certification process, once the LDO has been
adopted.

-

A Development and Investment Plan was approved at Cabinet and Council in June and July 2019,
which includes approval of funding for the landmark building. Medway Council has committed to
delivering the first building on site; a landmark building at the top of the runway park. This feature
building will act as a collaborative hub and demonstrate quality ambitions for the site. A full design
team is currently in the process of being appointed with the market showing good interest in the
opportunity.

-

A Local Development Order (LDO) is being progressed as a simplified planning route to deliver the
site.

Issue:
-

LDO consultation responses are being addressed to incorporate any changes into the final LDO,
including comments from statutory consultees; Highways England (HE) and Natural England (NE).
HE’s comments relate to traffic modelling and impact on the Strategic Road Network and
discussion is ongoing to address these comments, prior to adoption of the LDO. SELEP have rated
this project high risk due to the LDO not yet being approved.

Mitigation:
-

There is ongoing liaison with HE around mitigation.
A request for the 31 January Strategic Board to endorse spend beyond the growth deal period has
been submitted to SELEP.

Appendix D – Kent Schemes

Scheme

Description
(Delivered by
KCC unless
stated)

Schem
e
delive
ry by

Budget

LGF Spend (millions)
(to 2 decimal places)

Status

RAG
Statu
s

Comments

Key Events for Next
Period

Working towards resolution of
issues and concerns raised
through the planning
application consultation
process. Works continuing on
the s106 agreements with the
developers providing the match
funding. A shortlist of tenderers
has been prepared following
the expressions of interest and
assessment of the selection
questionnaire and preparation
of contract documents. SELEP
Accountability Board
considered progress with the
project on 15th November 2019
and resolved that LGF spend
should continue to be paused
until February Accountability
Board, when a further report
will be presented on progress
with the planning and funding
risks which need to be
mitigated. If sufficient
mitigation is not demonstrated,
then the LGF allocation will be
removed and reallocated
through the LGF3b process.

Continue tendering
process for
selection of a
design and build
contractor.
Respond to queries
raised through the
planning
application process.
Progress the draft
s106 agreement.
Commence drafting
of Compulsory
Purchase Order
(CPO).

Target outcome

Local Growth Fund Round 1 Schemes

Sturry Link
Road,
Canterbury

New link road
connecting A28
Sturry Road to
A291 Sturry Hill requires a
crossing of both
railway & river.
Start of works
planned for
Spring 2019.

15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £0.40
17/18 LGF spend = £0.39
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.29
£29.60m
20/21

Made up of:
£5.90m LGF
£23.70m
match

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£2.39
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.04
LGF spend currently on
hold

DETAILED
DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)



Jobs = 250
Homes = 720

Middle
Deal
transport
improvements,
Dover

New road
between Albert
Road & Church
Lane, Deal.
Scheme being
prepared &
delivered by
developer.
(Delivery by
Quinn Estates)

£1.55m
18/19

Made up of:
£0.8m LGF
£0.75m
match

15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £0.8
17/18 LGF spend = Match
funding only
18/19 LGF spend = Match
funding only

CONSTRUCTI
ON
(Business Case
Approved)

Profiled to spend in
2019/20 = Match funding
only

Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

Package of
transport
improvements.

16/17
to
20/21

Made up of:
£8.9m LGF
£2.95m
match

18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.67
Profiled Spend 2019/2020
= £ 3.101
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.83



Remobilisation of
site works. Finalise
S278 and S38
agreements and
start works.

Jobs = 150
Homes = 150

1) A20 London Road j/w
Willington Street - Detailed
design continues to progress,
planning application delayed
due to the postponement of
the public consultation. KCC
sign off via various asset
managers progressing including
structures.

15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £0.27
17/18 LGF spend = £1.11
£11.85m

Agreed highway technical
amendments with KCC. Full
drawing update in progress for
technical submission. Preparing
for site start, delay means new
anticipated completion date
has been pushed back to Q3
2020/21. Tenders received and
being analysed by commercial
department
Phase 1

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business
Cases
approved for
all phases)

Phase 2
2) Coldharbour R/bout – Design
delayed by two weeks but does
not affect the overall
programme for delivery. Heads
of Terms agreed with the RBLI
and discussions being held in
relation to the overage
payment to the SoS. PIN for
procurement released prior to
Christmas with a procurement
phase early 2020 and a
construction phase
commencing in April 2020.



Phase 3

Jobs = 1820
Homes = 1725

3) A229 Loose Road Corridor
3a) Wheatsheaf/Cripple
Street/Boughton Lane. Design
almost completed, awaiting
responses from the public
consultation to be able to
progress any further. Looking
at options for the demolition of
the pub prior to the civils
works, Anticipated
commencement in the summer
2020.
3b) Armstrong Road/Sheals
Crescent - Awaiting responses
from the public consultation to
be able to progress any further.
4) A20 London Road j/w Hall
Road – Heads of Terms agreed
with landowner. Tender will
commence early 2020 in
conjunction with Coldharbour
roundabout.

Sittingbourne Town
Centre
Regeneration
(developer
delivered),
Swale

Re-alignment of
St. Michaels' Rd &
public realm
improvements
adjacent to rail
station. (Delivery
by Spirit of
Sittingbourne)

£4.7m
17/18

Made up of:
£2.5m LGF
£2.2m match

15/16 LGF spend = £0.34
16/17 LGF spend = £2.16
17/18 LGF spend = £0.00
18/19 LGF spend = £0.00
Profiled to spend in
2019/20 = Match funding
only

CONSTRUCTI
ON
(Business Case
Approved)

Phase 1 revisit is continuing in
various areas of the overall
scheme, including the
resurfacing of West Street and
St Michaels road. Ongoing but
delayed by MSCP contractor.

Completion of
Phase 1 Re-visit.

Phase 2 (main works at Station
frontage) Remedial surfacing
works have been ongoing
where closures and weather
have permitted. Further

Resolve Structures
coordination on
Fountain Street
Retaining Wall.



Southern Water
phase 4 (section 2)
drainage approval.

Progress Legal on

Jobs = 560
Homes = 214
& training facilities

amendments to the bus area
required following early RSA.
Phase 3 (section 1) - The
resurfacing of the carriageway
wearing course will likely mean
that this area will not complete
until Q2 2020 in the warmer
weather.
Phase 4 (section 2) - Works
have commenced with below
ground drainage, carriageway
re-alignment, utilities
installations/diversions and the
construction of the retaining
structure for the new turning
head on Fountain Street. This
highway section is circa 6 weeks
behind programme and
weather will now likely
continue to effect progress.
15/16 LGF spend = £0.60
16/17 LGF spend = £0.19
17/18 LGF spend = £0.05

Tunbridge
Wells
Junction
Improvem
ents
(Phase 2 A26 Cycle
Route)

Junction
improvement &
A264 junction
changes. Phase 1
works complete.
Phase 2
construction
planned for
2018/19

15/16
to
18/19

West Kent
LSTF

A package of
measures to
support travel by
sustainable
means. Start of

15/16
to
20/21

18/19 LGF spend = £0.32
£1.8m LGF

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.25
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.01

Total across
6 years £9.06m
Made up of:

15/16 LGF spend = £0.8
16/17 LGF spend = £1.31
17/18 LGF spend = £0.33
18/19 LGF spend = £ 1.39

Phase 2 (Section 1) delivered on
time. Cycle lane and side road
raised tables competed.

DELIVERED PHASE 1
DETAILED
DESIGN/CONS
TRUCTIONPHASE 2
(Business Case
Approved for
full allocation)

alongside a review of potential

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

Tunbridge Wells Public Realm
phase 2 - Two new trees have
been planted by the top of the
steps and permanent tree

The Phase 3 design is ongoing
enhancements to Phase 1.



Section 2.
Achieve TA on
Section 2.
Commencement of
Phase 3 Section 1.
Practical
Completion of
Section 3, 4 and 5

A review of Phase 1
will take place prior
to any further work
on phase 3 as it is
believed additional
elements to
improve the cycle
network may be
possible.

Tunbridge Wells
Public Realm phase
2 – Completion of
construction works.

Jobs = 105
Homes = 85

Jobs = 345
Homes = 393

works planned
for 2015/16.

£4.9m LGF
£4.16m
match

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.47
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.00

surrounds are now in place on
Mount Pleasant Road opposite
the Town Hall and library.
KCC experienced long delays in
appropriating the stone
finishing for the new steps and,
due to the amount of work to
cut and lay this stone, this will
not be completed until early
April.
Work to install additional
signage for motorists is due to
be completed by Friday 24th
January. Quotes are being
sought to install static cameras,
initially to monitor traffic
movements but also potentially
to support the enforcement
process going forward.
Maidstone East station –
The demolition and asbestos
removal at the old Vic pub is
complete. The temporary ticket
office has been in operation
since 6th January 2020 to enable
the station redevelopment
work to begin. A press release
will be issued in early 2020 to
update the public and affected
stakeholders on the scheme.

Maidstone East
station – The
completion date for
the overall
programme has
been reviewed and
is Autumn 2020.

Tonbridge Station
– Complete

Tonbridge Station Interchange
- Project complete.
.
Swanley Station - The legal

agreement for transfer of LGF
and CIL funding totalling
£2.25m has been signed and
sealed. Southeastern have
commissioned TTPP to progress
the current design to GRIP 5.
EqIA is complete. CIL was
approved at CIL Board in
December 2019 and is being
transferred in January 2020.
Planning permission has been
granted.

Kent
Thameside
LSTF

A package of
measures to
support travel by
sustainable
means. Start of
works planned
for 2015/16.

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £7.65m
Made up of:
£4.5m LGF
£3.15m
match

15/16 LGF spend = £2.05
16/17 LGF spend = £0.48
17/18 LGF spend = £0.72
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.25
Profiled Spend 2019/2020
= £0.45
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.17

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

Barrack Row Bus Hub –
The delivery programme is
currently being reviewed so
that it can be aligned with the
improvements being
progressed by KCC’s Public
Transport Team at Garrick
Street.
All tenants have now vacated
the site. Detailed design is
being progressed and is
anticipated to be complete at
the end of March 2020. The
procurement process will then
commence.

Barrack Row Bus
Hub – Complete
detailed design



Princes Rd cycle route – Steeles
have been appointed by Amey
and Construction started on 4th
December to rectify the issue
with the vegetation being
cleared. The fencing will be
completed first and then Phase
1 construction will follow on
and this will not affect build
programme. A
pedestrian/Cycle counter has
been installed on the route for

Jobs = 843
Homes = 657

Princes Rd cycle
route Complete
construction

pre/post monitoring purposes.
Gravesend Station to Cyclopark
cycle route - Project Centre
have now provided the updated
plans, RSA and costs which are
being reviewed. EDC have
confirmed match funding offer
of £400k as part of their Green
Corridor project. This funding is
to be spent in 2019/20 FY. The
scheme is programmed to start
construction February 2020.

Gravesend Station
to Cyclopark cycle
route.
Constuction to
commence

2018/19 schemes:
A229 Bluebell Hill CITS Scheme
A229 CITS Scheme Resource
from all partners has focussed
on Brexit preparations. A final
“TESTFEST” took place in
November 2019.

Kent
Strategic
Congestion
Management
programme

Package of
congestion
management
initiatives. Start
of works planned
for 2015/16.

15/16 LGF spend = £0.86
16/17 LGF spend = £0.69
17/18 LGF spend = £0.60
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.24
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £4.8m LGF

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.89
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.13

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business Case
approved
£300k remains
to be
unlocked via a
further
business case
or change
request)

Wateringbury Crossroads – The
scheme costs have been
reviewed and there is
insufficient budget to proceed
with the current design.
Further design options are
being considered.



Tunbridge Wells link
assessment – KCC and TWBC
have reviewed the options and
have concluded that
encouraging modal shift by
providing electric bike hire
would provide the best value
for money. Agreement being
sought from TWBC to lead the
scheme and to take on the
future revenue support which
would be required.

Wateringbury
Crossroads –
Review alternative
design options and
reach decision on
how to proceed.

Tunbridge Wells
link assessment –
Finalise agreement
with TWBC

Jobs = 1903
Homes = 2230

Dover TAP/ ITS assessment
CCTV cameras have been
ordered and are due for
installation. Parklets are being
developed as part of a
sustainable measure. All works
are being coordinated with
Brexit works to ensure no extra
disruption is caused to the
network.
MOVA
2 locations in Dover have been
identified and will be
progressed in Q4 2019/20. The
remaining allocation will be
spent on locations in Thanet
and Tunbridge Wells and
suitable locations are being
investigated.
HGV Trial
DfT are reviewing the powers
for enforcement which are
required for the scheme. The
trial area for the scheme has
been identified.
Flemmish Roundabout
Construction of highways works
is complete but some
landscaping will be completed
in January 2020 by Ashford BC
who are funding this element.
Traffic surveys are being
arranged for post scheme
monitoring. Feedback has been
positive from the public.
INRIX
A trial took place throughout

Dover TAP – Install
CCTV cameras

December 2019.

2018/19 schemes:

Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
programme

Package of
smaller transport
interventions.
Start of works
planned for
2015/16.

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £3m LGF
(£0.5m
annually)

15/16 LGF spend = £0.14
16/17 LGF spend = £0.41
17/18 LGF spend = £0.53
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.39
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.65
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.13

A228 Holborough, T&M 50mph limit now implemented
and contractor in place to build
toucan crossing. Construction
started December 2019.

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business Case
approved)

2019/20-20/21 schemes:
Maidstone East Station
Expansion – legal agreement
being finalised between KCC
and Southeastern who will
deliver the scheme in
conjunction with the wider
Station Redevelopment.



Jobs = 1335
Homes = 1440

Week Street/Sandling Rd
Raised Table, Maidstone:
Project manager assigned, and
outline design has commenced.
Stakeholder Engagement
planned for Q4 2019/20 once
outline design is completed.

Kent Rights
of Way
improvem
ent plan

Package of
ROWIP measures.
Start of works
planned for
2015/16.

15/16 LGF spend = £0.19
16/17 LGF spend = £0.06
17/18 LGF spend = £0.14
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.18
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £0.3m LGF

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.15
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.20

VARIOUS
STAGES OF
DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

2017/18 schemes in progress Powder Mills scheme (Leigh to
Tonbridge).
Compensation has been paid to
the landowner as part of the
Footpath Creation Agreement



2018/19 schemes in progress –
St Peter’s Village scheme
(extension from Aylesford to
Burham.

Powder Mills
scheme – Complete
Footpath Creation
Agreement and
progress Legal
Order to convert
the Footpath to a
Cycle Track

Jobs = 140
Homes = N/A

The request for Permissive
Agreement for pedestrian and
cycle access to MR30 /MR610
has been refused by the
landowner, so the current
status will remain for MR30 as
Footpath with the Bridleway on
current alignment. Works are
planned to start in
January/February 2020 The
Junction Improvement works
on Church Road began on
schedule on 28th November
and a diversion route along
MR10 has been agreed, the
contractor has improved the
surface to withstand traffic
during the work and once
works completed, repair as
necessary and finish to
standard of country lane
bridleway appearance.
Leybourne Grange – Tenders
have been received for the
practical works involved. The
next stage is to complete the
legal agreements before works
commence.
Ruckinge Dyke Bridleway – The
Creation Agreement is still
being agreed between Invicta
Law and Taylor Wimpey
following some amendments to
plans being identified.
Innovation
Investment
Fund
(Growth
Hub
Capital

Loan support
programme.

15/16
to
20/21

Total £6m
(£1m
annually)

15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £0.39
17/18 LGF spend = £2.95
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.94
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£1.00

PHASE 8
(Business Case
approved)

Scheme currently closed to
applications. Quarterly
monitoring of successful
recipients continues.



•Phase 1 – Phase 6 – Complete

.

with loans fully defrayed.
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£1.19

•Phase 7 – 2 out of the 4
agreed loans have been
partially defrayed in line with
their Convertible Loan
Agreements (Algaecytes Ltd
£250k and Exoid technology ltd
£200k).
The offer for Ming Foods
Limited (£500k) has been
revoked as it was not possible
for the company to meet the
security or match funding
requirements.
The Structural & Weld Testing
loan has not been progressed
as they are still looking for
suitable premises. They are
now working with Locate in
Kent and Swale to identify
potential sites with the correct
usage. It is hoped the loan can
be defrayed by March 2020.
•Phase 8
CTO Technologies 15/05/19:
Fully defrayed.
Kafoodle 15/05/19: Declined
loan (£249,283, Jobs Created
7.88, Jobs safeguarded 5), due
to delays in match funding and
needed to seek further
investment from current
investors.
Drink Warehouse 15/05/19: Q2
19/20: Fully defrayed.

A226
London
Rd/B255 St
Clements
Way,
Dartford

£6.9m
Junction
improvements.

19/20

Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£2.7m match

£34.51m
Thanet
Parkway,
Thanet

SELEP
Coastal
Communiti
es

New rail station.

Housing-led
economic
regeneration in
Cliftonville
West/Margate
Central
(Delivery by

20/21

Made up of:
£14m LGF
£20.51m
match

£1.529m
20/21

Made up of:
£0.666m LGF
£0.863m
match

15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £0.73
17/18 LGF spend = £0.85
18/19 LGF spend = £ 2.64
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0

Construction
Complete
(Business Case
approved)

Awaiting Full Business
Case Approval
Actual spend in 2018/19 =
£0

GRIP STAGE 4
(Outline
Business Case
approved)

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0

17/18 LGF spend = £0.06
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.51
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.09
Spend to date 2019/20 =

Works are now complete, with
completion on 29 March 2019.
Some minor defects are still to
be corrected, mainly around
landscaping works.

Correction of
remaining defects.
Work towards
agreement of final
account and finalise
Health and Safety
File. Arrange formal
opening ceremony.

A decision was presented to
Environment and Transport
Cabinet Committee (29th
November) and subsequently to
Cabinet (2nd December) to
progress into the delivery stage
of the scheme and confirm
KCC's commitment of up to
£17.81m of funding. The
decision was deferred by
Cabinet to the 27th January
pending a survey of public
opinion in the catchment area
of the proposed station to be
undertaken. A decision to
proceed with delivery of the
scheme will therefore be taken
on the 27th January, with an
S151 letter to follow ahead of
the Accountability Board on
14th February.

SELEP
Accountability
Board sign off
Business Case





1.
CONSTRUCTI
ON
(Business Case
approved)


2.

24 Ethelbert Crescent Project completed with
handover of units. Final
accounts to be issued.
17-21 Warwick road- 9 x 2
bed flats. Main contractor

Jobs = 2395
Homes = 890

Jobs = 2100
Homes = 800

Jobs = TBC
Homes = TBC

Thanet DC)

Dover
Western
Dock
Revival

Package of
highway
improvements.
(Delivery by
Dover Harbour
Board)

Ashford
International Rail
Connectivity
(Ashford
Spurs)

Signalling
upgrade to
maintain
international rail
services at
Ashford
(Delivery by
Network Rail)

M20
Junction
10A (now a
full
junction to
be
delivered
by
Highways
England)

£0.00

15/16
to
19/20

£5m LGF

£8.6m
16/17
to
18/19

Made up of:
£0.7m
partner
funding;
£7.9m LGF

£104.4m
New Motorway
Junction in
Ashford (Delivery
by Highways
England)

19/20

Made up of:
£19.7m LGF
£16m match
£68.7m
Highways
England

appointed. Contract
duration 46 weeks. Project
on track for completion by
March 2020

Local Growth Fund Round 2 Schemes
15/16 LGF spend = £0
16/17 LGF spend = £4.73
17/18 LGF spend = £0.09
CONSTRUCTI
ON
The marina pier opened on the
18/19 LGF spend = match
Complete
3rd May 2019 a month earlier
funding only
(Business Case
than in the agreement.
approved)
Profiled spend in 2019/20
= match funding only
Spurs project completed ahead
15/16 LGF spend = £0
of schedule and within budget:
16/17 LGF spend = £0.17
successful testing of Class 374
17/18 LGF spend = £4.17
(e320) train on Ashford Spurs in
18/19 LGF spend = £1.41m
both directions, verified by
successful diagnostic testing to
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
GRIP STAGE 6
demonstrate that new trackside
£2.143
(Delivery)
infrastructure delivers objective
(Business Case
of removing power supply
Spend to date 2019/20 =
approved)
conflict between AC and DC;
£0.32
new trains therefore approved
on 05/12/19 for operation
through Ashford International
Station; the future of Eurostar's
services at Ashford
International has been secured.
Allocation for 2017/18
onwards (Direct from
SELEP)
17/18 LGF spend = £8.30
18/19 LGF spend = £11.40
Profiled spend 2019/20 =
match funding only

CONSTRUCTI
ON
(Business
Case
approved)



Receive final
invoice and
evidence from DHB
based on Retention
from main
contractor.

Jobs = 1685
Homes = 500 &
Enables broader
Western Docks
Revival scheme



Final accounts to be
settled

Jobs = 1000
Homes = 350 &
Retain International
Rail Services

Scheme scheduled
to open to traffic in
Q3 2019 and final
scheme completed
in Q2 2020.

Jobs = 900
Homes = 1700

Work was fast-tracked by HE so
that the east facing slip roads at
the new junction, as well as the
new A2070 link road, were
open at the end of October. The
London Bound facing slip roads
were also made available
before Christmas 2019, leaving
further landscaping and NMU
routes to be completed.



Local Growth Fund Round 3 Schemes
In view of the previously noted
delays arising from Thames
Water activities, drainage
design revisions and now
granite material ordering
issues, the completion date of
Phase 1 has been pushed out to
mid-June 2020 – a total delay of
c16 weeks.

Dartford
Town
Centre
Transform
ation

Part of a wider
programme of
work aimed at
improving the
economic
performance of
Dartford town
centre through
public sector
funding of
transport/public
realm
improvements.
(Delivery by
Dartford BC)

18/19 Match funding
spend = £0.41
£12m
21/22

Made up of:
£4.3m LGF
£7.7m match

2018/19 LGF spend =
£0.52
Profiled LGF Spend
2019/20 = £3.36
LGF Spend to date
2019/20 = £0.91

PHASE 1
CONSTRUCTI
ON
PHASE 2-4
Detailed
DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)

Design delays for Phase 1a
(High Street), allied to the
Phase 1 Works delays, have
resulted in the commencement
of the Works phase being
pushed out to early May 2020 –
a delay of c16 weeks.

The Phase 2 (Junctions) Works

are dependent upon the
completion of Phase 1 and so
are delayed. In addition, the
West Hill junction is now
subject to additional design
options being undertaken in
connection with the
development proposals for the
former Coop site (WestgateMuse) and potential changes to
permitted traffic movements to
avoid abortive work.
Accordingly, this may be
pushed out further depending
upon the outcome.

Jobs = 1811
Homes = 2341

Phases 3 (Hythe Street) and 4
(Home Gardens junctions) have
been exchanged in the
programme to facilitate
additional time for the design
development and interface
coordination with the delayed
Westgate-Muse site. The
overall result is that the DTCR
project is now scheduled to
complete in late February 2022
– delayed from the estimated
date of August 2021 but the
LGF allocation will be spent in
full by March 2021.

A2500
Lower
Road
Improvem
ents Phase
1, Isle of
Sheppey

Scheme to realign
& improve the
capacity of A2500
Lower Road/
Barton Hill
Junction.

Kent &
Medway
Engineering,
Design,
Growth &
Enterprise
(EDGE)

Scheme to
construct & equip
the Kent &
Medway EDGE
Hub.
(Delivery by
Canterbury Christ
Church

£1.805m

18/19

Made up of:
£1.265m LGF
£0.54m
match

£21m
19/20

Made up of:
£6.12m LGF
£14.88m
match

17/18 LGF spend = £0.30
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.97
Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£0.00

17/18 LGF spend = £1.95
18/19 LGF spend = £ 4.17
Profiled Spend 2019/20
LGF = £0 - Match Funding
only

CONSTRUCTI
ON complete
(Business Case
Approved)

CONSTRUCTI
ON
(Business Case
Approved)

Works complete

Good progress continues to be
made across all the project
work streams. Building
handover is still on schedule for
handover in summer 2020 in
good time for the first students
in September that year.
The final autumn 2019 student



Finalise
construction works
for Phase 1 and
complete formal
transfer of land.

Further good
progress is
expected on the
new building, and
ongoing
development of the
main project work
streams.

Jobs = 1500
Homes = 892

Jobs = 398
Homes = 0 Learners =
1250

Hub

University)

recruitment numbers have
been confirmed and the target
of 122 students will be
exceeded.
18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.98

Leigh Flood
Storage
Area &
East
Peckham unlocking
growth

Scheme to reduce
the risk of
flooding in the
catchment.
(Delivery by
Environment
Agency)

£24.691m

22/23

Made up of:
£4.636m LGF
£20.055m
match

Profiled Spend 2019/2020
= £1.37
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.51

DETAILED
DESIGN
(Phase 1
Business Case
approved by
SELEP in
September
2018)

Presented to Tunbridge Wells
BC for support on Medway
Flood Relief Act (MFRA)
changes. Support from Natural
England on MFRA changes
received. Continued work on
design for detailed design.
Ongoing consultation with
landowners and stakeholders.



Jobs = 70
Homes = 850

ADDITIONAL SCHEMES

18/19 LGF spend = £ 0.04
Open Golf
Champions
hip 2020

Transport
Improvements at
Sandwich Station
(Delivery by
Network Rail)

LGF3B SCHEMES

£3.546m
19/20

Made up of:
£1.09m LGF
£2.456m
match

Profiled Spend 2019/20 =
£1.33
Spend to date 2019/20 =
£0.20

GRIP Stage 58
(Construction)
(Business Case
Approved)



Site compound installed and
utilised by contractors BAM
Nuttall and suppliers. High
Voltage Electrification and Plant
cable has been diverted from
the Dover end of Platform 2.
Fees agreed with respective
parties for land access. Detailed
design is progressing well;
enabling works for plant routes
via platform 1 being
constructed and the site of the
new footbridge has been
relocated 15 metres towards
the Dover end to avoid high
voltage UKPN cable.

Further planning
permission to be
obtained from
Dover DC for use of
adjacent track and
field for access for
installation of crane
for delivery of new
footbridge (due
May 2020). This
new planning
permission,
expected by
January 2020, will
not delay project in
any way.

Jobs = TBC
Homes = TBC

M2
Junction 5
Improvem
ents

Junction
improvements at
M2 junction 5,
Stockbury

Profiled LGF spend
2019/20 = £0.00
20/21

£1.6m LGF
Profiled LGF spend
2020/21 = £1.60

Detail design
– (Business
Case
preparation)

£20.84m
Kent and
Medway
Medical
School –
Phase 1

New medical
school at
Canterbury
Christchurch
University and
University of Kent
campuses

20/21

Made up of:
£4m LGF
£16.84m
Match
(£7.244m
CCU and
£9.6m UoK)

Profiled LGF spend
2019/20 = £4.00

CONSTRUCTI
ON –
(Business Case
Preparation)

Business case has been
submitted to SELEP ITE for
presentation to SELEP
Accountability Board on 14th
February 2020.



Business case was signed off by
SELEP Accountability Board on
15th November 2019. Legal
agreement between KCC and
the Universities is being
finalised. Construction is
progressing ahead of release of
LGF at the risk of the
Universities. Good progress is
being made and the Medical
School is on track to open for
new cohort of students in
September 2020.



Business case sign
off in February
2020 and release of
LGF3b funding

Jobs = tbc
Homes = tbc

Seal legal
agreement

Jobs = 130.7 FTE
Learners = 1018

SCHEMES COMPLETED OR REMOVED
Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacin
g Shepway

Resurfacing of
Tontine Street (in
conjunction with
S106 works).

Maidstone
Gyratory
Bypass,
Maidstone

A229 Gyratory
Bypass,
Fairmeadow.

M20
Junction 4
Eastern
Overbridge

Widening of
existing
motorway
overbridge.

£0.65m
Made up of:
£0.5m LGF
£0.15m S106

Scheme Delivered – 2015/16

N/A

£5.74m
Made up of:
£4.6m LGF
£1.14m
match

Scheme Delivered – December 2016

Jobs = 1250
Homes = 2000

Scheme Delivered – February 2017

Jobs = 745
Homes = 1695

£5.69m
Made up of:
£2.2m LGF
£3.49m
match

Tonbridge
Town
Centre
Regeneration

Tonbridge High
Street and
adjacent
transport
improvements.

Maidstone
sustainable
access to
employment areas

New River
Medway Pathway
between
Aylesford &
Allington Lock.

Rathmore
Road Link,
Gravesend

New 2-way link
road between
Stone Street &
Darnley Road

Construction of
platform & sea
defences to
facilitate
development of
Seafront.
Westenhanger Lorry Park, Fort
Halstead, A2 Off-Slip at
Wincheap, Sturry ITP, East
Peckham Flood Defence and
A28 Chart Road.

Folkestone
Seafront
(developer
delivered)

£2.65m
Made up of:
£2.4m LGF
£0.25m
match

Scheme Delivered (Phase 1 completed - High Street improvements June 2016
Phase 2 completed - River Walk improvements April 2017 / Hadlow Road/Cannon Lane jct improvements
completed September 2016)

Jobs = 366
Homes = 1000

Scheme Delivered (Main works complete - May 2017).

Jobs = 350
Homes = 475

Scheme Delivered in January 2018 (Opening ceremony held on Friday 19 th January 2018)

Jobs = 215
Homes = 390

Scheme Delivered (Main works complete – April 2018)

Jobs = 450
Homes = 1000

£3m
Made up of:
£2m LGF
£1m match

£9.5m
Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£5.3m match

£22.11m
Made up of:
£5m LGF
£17.11m
match

Projects removed from programme following approval by KMEP & SELEP AB

Jan-18
3 red

Mar-18
4 red

May-18
6 red

10 amber

10 amber

8 amber

13 green

12 green

12 green

Updated RAG Status for Kent Projects
Jul-18
Sep-18
Nov-18
Mar-19
5 red
5 red
3 red
3 red
10
10
9 amber 9 amber
amber
amber
12 green 12 green 12 green 12 green

Jun-19
2 red
9 amber
12 green

Sep-19
1 red
11
amber
12 green

Nov-19
2 red
10
amber
12 green

Jan-20
2 red
9 amber
13 green

1 is not
1 is not
1 is not
required to required to required to
spend until
spend until
spend until
1
1
2
2
4
5
5
5
later in the
later in the
later in the removed removed removed removed removed removed removed removed
programme; programme; programme;
and 7
and 7
and 7
and 7
and 7
and 7
and 7
and 7
1 removed
1 removed
1 removed complete complete complete complete complete complete complete complete
and 6
and 6
and 6
complete
complete
complete

TOTAL: 34

34

34

34

34

34

34

Methodology Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be mitigated);
Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
Key for Kent spreadsheet: The arrows denote the direction of travel.





denotes significant improvement/progress in scheme delivery
denotes a similar position as reported at the last KMEP meeting
denotes scheme delivery experiencing a delay

34

36

36

36

Appendix E – Medway Schemes
Scheme

Description

Schem
e
deliver
y by

Budget and LGF spend

Status

RAG
Status

Comments

Key Events for Next
Period

Target
outcomes

Local Growth Fund round 1 schemes

BUDGET
Revised budget =
£11.564m*
Made up of:
- £11.1m LGF
- £0.464m match funding

A289 Four
Elms
roundabou
t to
Medway
Tunnel

Highway
capacity
improvements
to provide
journey time
savings and
reduced
congestion.

A revised Business Case was considered by
Accountability Board on 23 February 2018 and
approval was given for the release of an initial
£3.5m of the LGF allocation.

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend =
£0.298m
Q4
21/22

16/17 LGF spend =
£0.402m
17/18 LGF spend =
£0.347m
18/19 LGF spend =
£0.393m
19/20 LGF spend to Q3 =
£0.086m

DESIGN
(Outline Business
Case Approved)

→

The project was paused awaiting a decision
from MHCLG on Medway Council’s Housing
Infrastructure Fund (HIF) bid. On 1 November
2019 it was announced that Medway’s £170m
HIF bid has been successful. The funding has
been agreed subject to the Grant Declaration
Agreement. An update report will be provided to
the 14 February SELEP Accountability Board.

An update will be
provided to the 14
February SELEP
Accountability Board

Jobs =
7688
Homes
= 4433

BUDGET
Total budget = £10.27m
Made up of:
- £9.0m LGF
- £1.27m match funding

Strood
town
centre

Journey time
and
accessibility
enhancements
to the town
centre
including
changes to the
highway and
improved
public realm

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.2m
Q2
20/21

16/17 LGF spend =
£1.772m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Most of the public realm and traffic
improvements are complete. Works still to be
completed are a signal crossing upgrade along
Commercial Road, outstanding electrical
connections to lighting columns and signage and
the final section of paving works and planting.
Network Rail approval of rail bridge lighting is
pending, subject to determination of traffic
management impacts of adjacent Rochester
Bridge Trust works. Works continue with
completion expected by end of Q2 2020/21.

17/18 LGF spend =
£0.944m
18/19 LGF spend =
£1.384m

Work will continue
on-site to deliver the
remainder of the
project.

Jobs =
360 450
Homes
= 600 815

19/20 LGF spend to Q3 =
£2.023m
BUDGET
Total budget = £4.9m
Made up of:
- £4.0m LGF
- £0.9m match funding

Chatham
town
centre
placemaking
and public
realm
package

Improving the
link between
Chatham
railway station
and Chatham
town centre
and waterfront
area and
provision of a
new civic
space.

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend =
£0.870m
Q4
19/20

16/17 LGF spend =
£0.945m
17/18 LGF spend =
£0.881m
18/19 LGF spend =
£0.747m
19/20 LGF spend =
£0.756m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

→

Work is complete on all placemaking elements
and improvements to Chatham Railway Station
forecourt.

Event to mark
completion of works
to be scheduled in
2020.

Jobs =
6271
Homes
= 3682

Medway
Cycling
Action
Plan

A range of
measures
designed to
improve
access to
cycling in the
Medway area
and improve
upon and
expand
existing cycle
facilities.

BUDGET
Total budget = £2.8m
Made up of:
- £2.5m LGF
- £0.3m match funding

18/19

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend =
£0.228m
16/17 LGF spend =
£1.15m

COMPLETE
(Business Case
Approved)

The project is complete.
→
All LGF funding has been spent.

All construction
works are now
complete.
Work on SELEP
baseline and post
completion reports
continues.

Jobs =
390
Homes
= 261

17/18 LGF spend =
£0.919m
18/19 LGF spend =
£0.203m

Medway
City Estate
connectivit
y
improveme
nt
measures

An integrated
package of
infrastructure
measures
aimed at
addressing the
existing
barriers to
movement to
and from and
within the
Medway City
Estate.

Phase 1 of the project is complete. The new
traffic signals at the entrance to the westbound
tunnel bore are now operational and testing has
identified the most effective signal timing to offer
the most benefit to users of Medway City Estate,
whilst causing minimal disruption on the
remainder of the road network.

BUDGET
Total budget = £2.094m
Made up of:
- £2m LGF
- £0.094m match funding
Phase
1 Q2
2017
Phase
2 Q4
20/21

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.3m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.181m
17/18 LGF spend =
£0.035m

PHASE 1 –
COMPLETE
(Business Case
Approved)
→
PHASE 2 CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

The revised Business Case for Phase 2 of the
project to deliver a slip road from Anthony's Way
on the Estate onto Berwick Way, was approved
by the September 2019 SELEP Accountability
Board.

Additional ground investigation works to
determine the final retaining wall design and
18/19 LGF spend =
extent of land take have now been completed.
£0.088m
Final design iteration of the retaining wall and
determination of land take are to be provided
19/20 LGF spend to Q3 =
this month, whereupon land acquisition will
£0.027m
commence.
Non-transport schemes - LGF rounds 2 and 3

The impact the
Phase 1 works have
had on the flow of
traffic leaving
Medway City Estate
will continue to be
monitored.
Phase 2 works will
continue.

Jobs =
390

BUDGET
Total budget = £4.4m

Rochester
Airport
- phase 1

Innovation
Park
Medway
(Rochester
Airport
- phase 2)

Innovation
Park
Medway
(Rochester
Airport –
phase 3)

Introduction of
Innovation
Park Medway.
Phase 1 of the
project
involves
improvements
to airport
infrastructure works which
are required to
facilitate the
development of
the Innovation
Park.

Introduction of
an Innovation
Park at
Rochester
Airport. Phase
2 of the project
involves
infrastructure
works to
enable the
development of
the Innovation
Park.
Innovation
Park Medway
extended
Northern site
enabling
infrastructure.

All aspects of the project now have planning
approval, the Judicial Review period has now
passed with no objections.

Additional Council match
funding may be required,
below £500k threshold in
SELEP Assurance
Framework.

Q2
20/21

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.0m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.179m

Kier were appointed in March 2019 as the
principle contractor, the pre-construction phase
has commenced, and planning conditions are
being discharged.

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

→

17/18 LGF spend =
£0.182m
18/19 LGF spend =
£0.260m

LGF SPEND
17/18 LGF spend = £0.0m

The contractor will
continue with works.

Jobs =
37

Design works will
continue.

Jobs =
1544

Archaeological investigations are underway.

19/20 LGF spend to Q3 =
£0.388m
BUDGET
Total budget = £48.67m
Made up of:
- £3.7m LGF
- £44.97m match funding
Q4
20/21

Kier have proceeded with the design, design
freeze has been achieved across all building on
the site. The Civil Aviation Authority have
approved the layout and design of the control
tower. All orders have been placed with
companies to deliver the hangars and control
tower and hub building. Further surveys/ tests
are underway to complete drainage and
foundation designs.

Kier are currently undertaking borehole and
soakaway testing.

The Business Case was approved at SELEP
Accountability Board in February 2019.
DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)

→

18/19 LGF spend =
£0.099m

Design works for the enabling infrastructure
have now commenced. Design of the landmark
building has begun. Responses to the LDO
consultation are being addressed to incorporate
any changes into the final LDO, including
Highways England (HE) and Natural England
(NE). Discussions are ongoing with HE and NE.

19/20 LGF spend to Q3 =
£0.068m

20/21

BUDGET
£1.5185m LGF

BUSINESS CASE
TO BE
ASSESSED

The project has been prioritised by SELEP
Investment Panel for LGF3b funding.
→

The Business Case was submitted in July and
will be considered at the 14 February 2020
SELEP Accountability Board.

The project awaits a
funding decision at
14 February SELEP
Accountability Board.

Civic
Centre
site,
Strood flood
mitigation
measures

Improvements
to flood
defences at the
former Civic
Centre site to
enable the
development of
the site. The
former Civic
Centre is a
prime
development
site offering
views across
the river to
Rochester
Castle and
Cathedral.

BUDGET
Total budget = £92m
Made up of:
- £3.5m LGF
- £88.5m match funding

18/19

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend = £0.0m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.0m
17/18 LGF spend =
£1.122m
18/19 LGF spend =
£2.378m

The flood gates are
to be installed.
CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

The LGF element of the project is complete.
→
All LGF funding has been spent.

Work on SELEP
baseline and post
completion reports
continues.

Jobs =
610
Homes
= 325

Updated RAG Status for Medway Projects:

March
2018

May
2018

July
2018

September
2018

0 red

0 red

1 red

0 red

2 amber

1 amber

0 amber

4 green

6 green

2 not
required to
spend until
later

Total: 8

RAG Status
November
2018

January
2020
1 red

March
2019

June
2019

September
2019

November
2019

0 red

3 red

1 red

0 red

0 red

3 amber

3 amber

1 amber

4 amber

5 amber

5 amber

6 green

5 green

5 green

4 green

4 green

4 green

4 green

1 not required to
spend until later

1 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required to
spend until
later

0 not
required
to
spend
until
later

8

8

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

Methodology

Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be mitigated);
Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery
issues).

Key for spreadsheet: The arrows denote the direction of travel.





denotes significant improvement/progress in scheme delivery
denotes a similar position as reported at the last KMEP meeting
denotes scheme delivery experiencing
a delay

4 amber
4 green

FOR INFORMATION ITEMS

A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated board of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

FOR INFO ITEM
Subject:

Future meeting dates of the KMEP & SELEP Boards

KMEP Board Meeting Dates
•

Tuesday 17 March 2020 - From 5:00 – 7:00 pm - Larkfield & Thurnham Room, Hilton
Maidstone

The meetings below are from 4:30 – 7:00pm:
•
•
•

Wednesday 3 June 2020 – Hilton Hotel, Maidstone
Wednesday 23 September 2020 – Hilton Hotel, Maidstone
Wednesday 2 December 2020 – Hilton Hotel, Maidstone

KMEP AGM
•

July 2020 – Date and Venue TBC

SELEP Strategic Board Dates
The SELEP Strategic Board Meetings dates are:
• Friday 31 January 2020
• Friday 20 March 2020
• Friday 12 June 2020
• Friday 2 October 2020
• Friday 11 December 2020
All meetings will be held at High House Production Park and start at 10:00am.
Kent and Medway LEP team meet at 09:00 – 10:00am for a pre-briefing.
SELEP Accountability Board
•
•
•
•
•

Friday 14 February 2020
Friday 15 May 2020
Friday 3 July 2020
Friday 18 September 2020
Friday 20 November 2020

All meetings will be held at High House Production Park and start at 10:00am
SELEP Investment Panel
•

Friday 17 April 2020 – From 10am to 12pm – High House Production Park.
Please note this meeting is not open to members of the public to observe.

SELEP AGM
Wednesday 24 June 2020, Venue & Time TBC

